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Haaland defends Bush 
Meets with anti-Bush group 
By Paulina McC. Collins in order to discuss four key these various models as they 
A delegation of four students issues: the procedur:e for cho.os- r'eview UNH's selection pro-
. representing "Students For A ing commencement speakers; cess. 
Non-Partisan Graduation Speak- the rationale behind Haaland's "The only positive thing that 
er" were frustrated and upset choice for this year's speaker; came out of -the meeting," said 
shortly after discussing with the possibility of either an Sarah Bauhan, another delegat-
UNH President Gordon Haa- alternative speaker, additional e,"was Haaland's suggestion to 
land the selection of Vice Pres- speaker or alternative cerem- have the student senate draft 
ident George Bush as this ony; and the possibility of the a list of possible candidates and 
spring's commencement speak- gro_up meeting with Bush. \.. · submit that list to him. He will · 
er. 'Haaland smoothly sides- then take it from there or give 
The group is co,ncerned with tepped ,ever~thing we broughti the list to the Commencement 
the commencement speaker · up, said Michela Jordon, one Committee." 
selection process and the fact ' of the four delegates who met According to Dori Stratton, 
that UNH invited a political with Haaland. another. deleg_ate, Bush _was 
figure to speak at graduation "Haaland negged all of our chosen last October. Haaland 
·. near an election year. suggestic;ms and re<;.ommenda- said Bush was selected from a 
The.group said students were tions for this year," said Peter list gererated two years ago. 
not properly consulted and they Spiegel, another delegate."Any Haaland told delegates there 
should have in.ore input as to changes in the process of select- is a -running list and names 
their graduation speaker. ing the commencement speaker submitted by this _ye~( s _Com:_ 
The group drafted a letter to will have to be for future years. mencement Committee will be 
- Haaland expressing these ideas . It's time now to organize action added to that list. 
and asked for the opportunity at this year's graduation to show · Stratton said Haaland told the 
to meet with him_. Three days our disapproval," he said. delegates that Bush, was invited 
A group of students oppose Vice-President George Bush for 
commencement speaker. -(Peter Florence photo) 
later an appointment was marl: _ "It was a necessary exercise as the vice president and not . 
for a meeting between Ha:<and in futility," Jordon said, refer- because of his political aspira-
·-aµd the delegates. ring to the meeting. tions. 
'The group met with Haaland According to Spiegel, Haa- Haaland said Bush will not 
By David Olson 
UNH Public Safety and other 
law enforcement agencies have 
essentially -dropped the case 
involving UNH junior Lisa Ann 
Colwell due to a· lack of evidence. 
Colwell was origina.lly 
thought to have been abducted 
at knifepoint by an unidentified 
man from a campus parking lot 
in early December. .She was 
found ·driving her car near 
Concord two-and-a-half days 
later. , 
Colwell could not remember 
many, important details regard-
ing the time she was al_legedly 
with her captor. Without these 
. details, police said, they could 
nqt continue to actively inves-
tigate the case. 
A press release issued by 
Public Safety last week said the 
alleged abduction could not be 
proven due to insufficient ev-
idence. 
"Following an extensive re-
view of the facts and circum-
stances surrounding the alleged . 
abdu¢tion of Ms. Lisa Colwell 
from th·e University of New 
Hampshire campus on De-
cember 2, 1986," the release 
said. "The University's Depart- · 
ment of Public Safety, in con-
sultation with the Durham and 
Lee police departments and the 
New Hampshire State Police, 
has concluded that there is no 
real or physical evidence, tests 
or statements which substa·n-
tiate that an abduction oc-
curred." 
The release went on to state 
"It is the coUective opinions of 
those law enforcement agencies 
involved in this investigation 
that no useful purpose would 
be served by bringing forward 
criminal charges. It is further 
believed the continuation with 
the current professional care 
and assistance being provided 
to Ms. Colwell is the most0 
beneficial course 0f action." ' . 
UNH Director of Public 
Safety, David Flanders, was 
reluctant to talk about the case 
beyond what was said in the 
press release. Flanders was the 
author of the release, according 
to Mjr. Roger Beaudoin of 
Public Safety. 
-Fuller -declines off er 
: By Frank Moore 
Dr. Ro~ert Fuller, curr~nt 
-director of the Honors Program 
and associate professo~ of phi-
. losophy and r-eligious studies 
at Bradley Univ·ersity has de-
dined the position of director 
of the Humanities Center. 
' "It was an e~onomic deci-
sion," Fuller said. "The cost of 
. living in New Hampshire is just 
tdo high. I'd have to take a 
considerable decline in salary." 
Fuller, who made his decision 
April 13, said UNH was unable 
to offer a similar position as a 
· developmental fundraiser for 
his wife. 
According to David A_ndrew, 
chairperson of the the arts 
department and search commit-
tee, the committee will continue 
reviewing the four other .final-
ists while extending the search 
to actively look at internal 
candidates here at UNH. 
· The four other finalists are 
Charles Karelis, Williams' Col-
lege and U.S. Department of 
Education; Louis Roberts, Syr-
acuse University; Carol Hurd 
Green, Boston College; and 
Andrew McClean, University 
of Wisconsin-Parkside. 
After reviewing the five fi-
nalists of the 215 applicants, the 
search committee, made up of 
faculty and staff, recommended 
· Fuller to Liberal Arts Dean 
Stuart Palmer for final approval. 
"He had a solid vote of 
support from the se~rch com-
. mittee and administra/ion," 
Andrew said. 
''.He was very student-
oriented and had fine academic 
values," Dean of Liberal Arts 
Stuart . Palmer said. 
'Tm a teacher first, foremost 
and always, Fuller said during 
his Feb. 24 speech. "I want to 
induct other students into 
thoughts that I've had in terms 
"--of direction of one's life." · 
- According to Andrew, Fuller 
was immensely imp\.essed with 
UNH and its colleagues and 
showed deep appreciation for 
the way-he was treated. · 
"The people were extremely 
nice to me," Fuller s'aid. "It 
wasn't the lack of quality at 
UNH or the humanities pro-
gram at all." 




land said he was looking into give a partisan speech; 
the commencement process. Channel 9 News interviewed 
. Daniel Dibiasio, executive the delegates and Haaland prior _ 
officer of the council of pres- to their meeting. "The people 
idents, said they were aware of from Channel 9 said that the 
other pro~~du~es,,, _in~_luding I Bush . C_ampaign. Cente~ told' 
those at the Umvers.1ty of Ver- .) them t~at Bush 1s ·comrng to -
mont, Dartmouth, Tufts and the ~U N H · a s v i c e p i e s i -
University of Maine at Orono. dent/ presidential candidate," 
Dibiasio has worked .at five Speigel said. "At .this point," 
other state universities in New they told Speigel, "you cannot 
_  England, and Ohio State. The · -- · 
_administration is looking at BUSH, page 23 , · 
Cote named 
Editor jri Chief 
By Bryan .Alexander 
Elizabeth B. Cote .has been 
elected editor-in-chief of The 
New Hampshire by the present 
editorial staff for the 1987 ,,88 
schobl year. 
Cote is currently training for 
the position under the super-
.vision of present Editor-in-
Chief David Olson. Her duties 
include interviewing and choos-
ing candidates for open posi-
tions on the paper,- along ·with 
learning the editor position and 
procedure of the paper. 
"I never knew there was ,so 
inuch to the paf er," Cote said. 
"As a reporter 'never saw the . 
business or the graphics side 
of putting the paper toge_ther. 
I've got a lot to learn by May 
l." 
Cote and her new staff will 
assume full responsibilities for 
the May 1 edition . . 
Currently a junior resource 
economics major, Cote began 
working for the 'newspaper as 
a reporter last semester. She was 
· promoted to staff reporter 
earlier this semester. . ·. 
Cote said the ,Paper is current-
ly a quality paper, but said there 
are sti~l aspects she would like 
to improve. One of these is ~ore 
personal attention _ on each 
~reporter',s writing ability. 
"I'd like to build a largeJ staff 
of reporters and work on writ-
ing skills with everyone who 
writes for The New Hamp -
shire," Cote said. "This way 
there will be a group of expe-
rienced and skilled writers for 
editor positions next year and 
the year after," she sai~. · 
ELIZABETH COTE 
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Theta Chi gives 
· $300 to ·charity 
) 
By Erika Sch~ab 
. Theta Chi fraternity ·pre~ent-
ed a .$300 check to the Bea.coast 
Big Brother /Big Sister Program I 
of New Hamps'hire yesterday 
as the first donation to fund the 
star~ of a new mentor program. 
The mentor program, to 
. begin this year in celebration 
of the tenth anniversary of the 
Seacoast Big Brother/Big Sister 
Program. It is designed to match 
up high school underclassmen 
with professionals in their · area 
of interest, so students can 
understand the importance of 
~taying in school. 
Scott Lowe, the philanthropy 
chairman of Theta Chi, pres-
ented the check · to the-program. 
·when it is giv~n to a smaller 
organization," Theta Chi Pres-
ident John Hurney said; ' 
_ The money was raised by the 
brothers raffling off $2 chances 
to a Bruins playoff game. 
"I hope by making the first 
donation, we inspire other frats 
on campus io donate money to 
smaller organizations," Hurney 
said. · 
Executive Director of Sea-
coast Big Brother/Big Sister 
-Program Dot Montville said, 
"I think it is tremendous that 
young .gien who went through 
high school and are pursuing 
their professional careers are 
helping others through school 
"We realized· that there is a 
problem of kids not wanting to 
go to coHege~ and ~ince our 
fraternity is big on the idea ·of 
brotherhood, we want to be a 
guidance to these kids," Lowe 
and to their' goals." . 
·. According to Montville, it 
takes $500 to fully service a 
student through this program. 
Members of Theta Chi fraternity presented $300 to the Seacoast Big Brothers/Big_Sister 
Program of New Hampshire yesterday. (Stµ Evans photo) 
said. ' 
Each semester Theta Chi, 
along with other fraternities 
and sororities, works with a 
'charity. Theta Chi chose the Big 
'Brother/Big Sister organization 
to help out a smal,ler, more local 
. The cha:rity came from Exeter 
to accept the donation yesterday. 
'-'Having their charity come to ,,, 
,us hopefully will motivate the 
brothers to do future fundrais-
ing work. We have plaqs on the-
board to do something with the 
organization iri the fut.ure," 
with Alpha Chi Omega sorority. 
Beds will be pushed across 
Madbury Road to raise money 
for the big brothers and sisters 
in the local area and -possible 
for cystic fibrosis. , 
"We would like to stop the 
dropout rate from high school 
tp college and mo.tivate kids 
towaras their goals," Lowe said. _ 
Lowe said. · 
charity. · -
"The mon·ey is appreciated 
inore and goes a lot farther 
The pr·esident's plans for 
Theta Chi fo the future of 
fundraising include a bed rac~ 
NEWS IN BRIEF 
. t . -1 "'- r . 
VT student dead 
in Leningrad 
Damon Walsh, 16, a junior fromNew York City 
and a student at St. Johnsbury was found dead in 
the bathtub of his hotel room by a chaperpne and 
his English teacher in Leningrad where they stayed 
during a visit, to the Soviet Union. 
An official at the US consultant said Sunday that 
Walsh died apparently drinking a bottle of Russian 
vodka. 
Gary Moore, assistant headmaster of St.Johnsbury, 
said Walsh's death was under investigation by the 
US _ consulate and Russian authorities. An autopsy 
had been performed sometime Saturday or Sunday. 
A formal report was expected tOd?,y. , 
Marathon-_runners 
-finish, 'but slow 
After an unfortunate number of collisions and 
trip ups at the start of the 91st running of the Boston 
-Marathon ToshihikoSeko held on to win his second 
Boston victory with a time of 2:11:47 afrer leaving 
behind a pack of 15 runners who stayed together 
and paced each -other until the halfway mark at 
Heartbreak hill. SteveJones held on for second 
while Britain's Geoff Smith came in third. Portugal's 
. Ros·a Mota ran a sub 2:30 marathon to capture the 
. woman's section of the marathon. Last year's winner 
· Rob de (:osteHa,_ after falling, at the starting line 
seconds aft~r the g~n went off, finished in 5th place. 
World's population 
growth will , surge 
In the coming decade, the earth's population could 
rise by one billion. This increase ,could cause severe 
consequences unless action is taken to -reduce the 
birth rate. - . 
"If we don't come to grips with this problem, 
we'll face~ world in turmoil," said Werner Fornos, 
· president of The Population Institute. 
· Today the total population is five billion and 
within the next nine years, the next billion c:ould 
arrive. last year, the wodd's ,population grew by 
87 million. · · · 
This world population t~reatens the -world .iri 
-many ways, such as the destr.:uction offorests for 
firewood, an increase in deserts through ruined 
farmland and an increase of acid rain; · and 
atmospheric disrupti,on and in the destru~tioin of 
habitats for plants and animals~ 
Kappa Sigma Keg Toss ·will be 
held this Saturday, April 25. 
US and USSR aids 
on road· to il:rms pact 
American a·nd Soviet officials expressed optimism 
yesterday that the two countries co:uld reach an 
arms agreement in the near future. · 
· The chief Soviet arms control official s-aid on 
ABC-TV's This Week with David Brinkley, "I think · 
1 that there is a possibility now· to reach ail 
agreement ... without raising any artificial obstacles." 
The US is consi~ring a proposal discussed last 
week by G9rba,chev and Shultz that each country 
would eliminate" all of its medium-ran-ge •missles 
in Europe while keeping up to 100 of the weapons 
on it's own territory. · ' 
KG.B discusses 
spy · efforts 
A senior KGB official said that Western intel-
ligence agencies including the CIA, have recruited 
Soviet citizens to betray their country and disclose 
state secrets. 
Soviet intelligence said that the CIA managed 
to obtain information by bribing high level Soviet 
officials. They also bugged several Soviet scientific 
institutions and communication networks with 
highly sophisticated equipment which was smuggied 
into the country. -
I 
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Students provided ,informational material on the Seabrook 
nuclear power plant yesterday in the MUB. (Stu Evans photo) . 
UNH Offers .help for abus~d 
By Jennifer Batchelder 
W.omen who have been ·-
abused can get help on the UNH 
campus. 
4 support group meets every 
Tuesday. for women who are 
victims of assault, sexual -assault, 
attempted rape, date rape, 
stranger rape, incest and bat-
tering. · 
"Women don't have to feel 
alone," said Daniella Adler, a 
UNH rape crisis counselor and 
a facilitator for the women's 
su.pport ·grotip. "The grqup 
gives_,_ women a chance to talk 
about their corrimon expe-
rience." ' 
- :Adler said the group does not 
provide therapy. "A therapy 
group deals with analysis and 
the changing of behaviors. This 
group _is an open support 
·group." 
Women are welcome anytime 
throughout the semester. "This 
group is an open group, and not 
"We feel like there are inany 
women walking around this 
campus wh9 have-experienced 
abuse;" Adler said. "By making 
the group more general, we . 
were hoping for · a bigger tur-
- nout." · - ·----- -- - --- · · 
Since the· beginning of the 
. semester,the. group has been 
s.low starting .. Adler is not 
discouraged. "We' re still getting 
phone calls from women, and 
there is still an interest,'' Adler 
said. 
"The g_roup has been slow 
starting," Adler said. "I think 
women are finally feeling like 
it's .okay_ to tal~ about their 
abuse, but r:iot necessarily in a 
group situation.:·. 
"Nobody has to say any more 
than they want to,'' said Beverly 
Gelwick, chief psychologist at 
Counseling and Testing, and co-
facilitator of the woqien's sup-
abuse victims. Being a loner, a 
people pleaser, aggressive, an 
achiever; shyness, a fear of 
intimacy, and/or a poor self-
image, are also characteristics 
of a sexually abused victim. 
'A recent biography of Maril-
yn Monroe written by feminist 
· and editor of Ms. Magazine, 
C,loria Steinem, states, "Marilyn 
has talked about being sexually 
assaulted as a child ... one· i.n six · 
adult women has been sexually 
assaulted in childhood. The long 
lasti,ng effects - for instance, 
feeling one has nci value except 
a sexual one - seemed shared 
by those (abused) women and 
· by Marilyn. Yet most were made 
to feel guilty and alone ... as 
Marilyn had been." 
MIT ·prof warns 
against S.D.I. --a progressive one," Adler said. . _ 
_ The group is open, to all 
- port group. qThe group is an 
opportunity to be with other 
women with these strange feel-
"Women who have been 
abused often feel that no one 
would believe them,'' Gelwick 
said. "They 'might doubt their 
own sense of what has happened 
to them. It can be very difficult 
-to tell people." 
Adler commented ,on the 
gr~up, "It can feel -awfully nice 
to hear that other women have 
the sa~e feelings." 
\. 
·-By Elizabeth Cote 
Vera Kistiakowsky, profes~or 
of physics at the Massachusetts 
ln~titute of Technology, spoke 
at UNH yesterday against the · 
escalating arms race, and Pres-
. ident Ronald Reagan's proposed 
Strategic Defense Initiative. 
Kist,iakowsky said too much 
- money is being spent to deploy 
the much touted S.D.I. plan, . 
known popularly as "Star 
Wars". 
. 'Tm not in opposition .to 
res,earch in itself. I do not 
advocate . weakening , our de-
fenses," she said, "but the S.D.I. 
' program escalates the arms 
race." · 
Kistiakowsky, whose lecture 
was sponsored by the UNH 
Society o-f Physics Students, 
present,ed the over · 40-year _ 
history of the arms race between 
the United States and the Soviet 
Union · as a prelude to her 
conclusions about the conse-
quence~ of unchecked budget 
spending on the S.D.I. program. 
Kistiakowsky presented sta-
tistics showing the United 
States is projected to spend $ 1.8 · 
trillion on the military in 1990. 
Presently, of all the federal 
research and development dol-
lars, 13 percent is. spent on the 
military. 
Kistiakowsky said S.D.I., a 
space-based program aimed at 
. ~aking the United States im-
pen~trable to Soviet attack, is 
one pf the military "money is 
no object" programs. 
"If (scientists) are designing · 
something for the military, it 
doesn't matter what it costs," 
she said. · . 
According to Kjstiakowsky, 
the National Association of · 
Scientists, and a group of 1,600 
defense researchers are opposed 
to S.D.I. nor · only because of its . 
high price tag, but be.cause the 
100 percent impenetrability 
hoped for is "impossible." 
"It's not just pointy-headed 
particle physicists, like myself, 
going around talking about 
(S:D.I.), but there are also others 
. in defense research," she said. . 
Kistiakowsy said the military 
focus on S.D.I. shifts U.S. policy 
from one of deterence, to a 
policy of strategie, a more 
offensive role. · 
"S.I~.I. planning is based on 
having to fight a nuclear war," 
Kistiakowsky said. Whereas the 
United States , has~always main-· 
rained a policy of having enough 
. nuclear weapons to "keep coun-
tries from ,using nuclear wea-
pons." . 
"It is unsettling to (U.S. 
cibzens) to threaten to destroy 
millions of.Soviets. as blackmail 
against being attacked them-
selves,_especially when we're 
SD{, page 8 
UES student 
murdered· in· home 
By Kristy Markey 
A Salvadoran University stu-
dent was assassinat,~d by the . 
death squads in Santa _Ana, El 
Salvador last Tuesday, according 
to a United States , student 
organizatio·n maintaining close 
ties with the University of El 
Salvador. 
Rafael Eduardo Garcia was-
a law student at the National 
University -'in Sapta Ana. Garcia 
was murdered in tiis home on 
April 14 at 5:30 p.m by heavily 
armed men in civilian clothing. 
His parents witnessed the 
·• murder. Garcia was president 
of the Law Students Association 
and active student leader. 
According tQ Doug Calvin, -
one of t_he c;Q_ordinators of the 
, national proje'trror (heJJniver'" 
sity of El Salvador, Garcia had 
been threatened and followed 
during the days before the 
· assasination. 
Although UNH students do , 
· not know the terror that Sal-
vadoran live in, they have 
expressed the~~9lidarity. 
The Univeiiity· of New 
Hampshire's student senate 
passed a resolution last March 
supporting the University of 
El Salvador in._its struggle-for 
higher education. A copy of the 
resolution was.sent to Univer-
sity of El Salvador to provide . · 
moral support for ,the students.· 
UNH is· the 27t~v.e.rsity in 
, ' 
UES, page 6 
women who have . been abused, 
not just rape vjcitms. Emily 
Mo.ore, assistant dean of' stu-
dents, said more incidences of 
sexual abuse were reported this . 
fall at UNH than were reported 
in all of last year._ "The rate of 
incidences is not up," Moore 
said. "The rate of reporting is 
up:" . . 
According to the book Three 
in Every Classroom by Ruth 
Soukup, Sharon W.ickner and 
Joanne Corbett, "One in ev~ry 
four women will in sorne way 
be sexually abused before age 
. eighteeµ." 
ings." · . 
"We' re ·not asking women to 
share their experiences,'' Adler 
said. "What seems to be more 
beneficial is to talk about how 
their abuse is ·affecting them 
today." 
Behaviors common to wenien 
who have been sexually abused · 
include severe nightma'res, fear 
of the bed, depression, hyper-




ical abuse, running away, suicide 
attempts, obesity, and/ or severe 
acne. The bookThree in Every 
Classroom also mentions per-
, sonaFty .Patterns for sexual 
I 
Adler received her B.A. in 
psychology, M.E.D. in counsel-
ing, and a Masters of Education 
in counseling at the University 
of Nev.>' Hampshire. She has 
worked as a rape crisis counselor 
. for over a year at the Dean of 
Students Office. ''We put my 
name and Beverly: Gelwick's 
name on the flyer telling about 
the group so that if a woman 
recognized one of us, she'd be 
ABUSED, page 9 
Assault case info sealed~ 
By David Olson 
Information regarding the 
sexual assault case involving 
· UNH student Gordon W illi~ms 
has been closed to the ·public in 
order to protect the ·alleged 
victim, according to court re-
cords. 
Williams was charged on Feb. 
27 with simple assault, a mis-
demeanor, in relation to a Feb. 
20 incident in Stoke Hall. Wil-
liams and two other UNH 
students~ Christopher Spann 
and Jonathan Fox, were in-
volved iri an alleged assault on 
the fourth floor of the dorma-
Distri<;:t Court Judge William 
Shaheen has sealed Williams' 
case, meaning no more infor-
rria tion oq the case will · be · 
available to the public. 
Shaheen held a closed hearing 
Friday afternoon with defense . 
attorney Ronald Caron of Man-
c·hes ter, who represents Wil-
liams. Prosecutor Lincoln Sol-
dati was also present. 
, The hearing was held on a 
motion filed by Caron to require 
deposition testimony from the 
alleged rape yictim regarding 
her consensual sexual activity 
in the past. · 
According to the New Ham -
shire Rules of_Evidence, if Caron 
could show reasonable possi- . 
bility that .such testimony would 
produce evidence .admissable 
in court, a judge could then 
·c()mpel the alleged victim's 
deposition. _ 
Carop was not available for 
comment . 
Williams , waived _his arraign-
ment in Durham District Court, 
entering· a not guilty plea, and 
now faces trial there April 28. 
· Two other UNH students, 
Christoph_er Spanp and Jona-
than Fox, were charged with 
ASSJ\ULT, page 23 
MIT prof Kistiakowsky spoke to the UNH Society of Physics Students yesterday in McDermitt 
Hall. (Stu Evans photo) 
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NTHESPOT 
Do yo~u think,_ UNH needs 
. . 
Of the students· polled in a recent PULSE survey, sponsored · 
by the Division of Student Affairs, 84% see a need for drug 
· eiucation programs at UNH, and 68% 1-see a need for alcohol 
education pro grams. an alcohol and drug 
education progra·m? Why or why not? 
fTd say yes. _People seem 
· to depend on alcohol and 
drugs for fun" 
Nell GharibiatJ, . 
· ,· Anger 
Sophomore 
Undeclared 
· Fighting . Constructively .. .s-
... Expressirig-Negatfve -
Thoughts and Feelings ... 6 
Dealing With 
Constructive Criticism .. .7 
Dealing with Anger ... 8 
Und~rsfanding -Jeafousy and 
How to Deaf with it ... 9 -
Depression · ~. 
What is-bepression~.~431· --- ... 
.· How to Deal.with · 
Depression ... 432 · 
How to Deal with 
loneliness ... 32 
,, t;>epression as a lifestyle ... 433 
StreJS and An~iety / ' 
Anxiety and Possible. . 
· · Ways to Cope with it ... 30 
How to Handle Fears ... 33 
. -Coping with Stress ... 38 
·Rela)(,atkm Exerdses: .. 37- - -- -
. Conflict and Mediation-: . .312 
Undersfomding GrieL:Ss 
Dea_th__c.md_ Dying ... 84 
"Yes, because some people 
do have a problem and 
they don't know it. 
Perhaps a program could 
· help them · realize it." 
Col-1fl,an W. Sleeper III 
Junior 
Math/Economics · 
n1 think it needs a 
counciling program, but 






ffYes, I think they need it 
because a lot of people 
don't understand IJow 
things ill affect , th~m or 





- . ·'· ' 
TELEPHOIE TAPE LIIIE 
Self~lmproveme.nt · 
Time ManagemenL 15 
Self Assertiveness ... 402 Dating 
Building Self Esteemed Dating Skills ... 18 
Confidence ... 35 Infatuation or Love ... 70 _ 
Standing Up for Yourself ... 10 Things to Consider in Looking 
Becoming Independent from for a Mate ... 71 
Parents ... 478· - Types of lntimacy ... 3 
The Value and Use of ' How to Cope wi-th a Broken 
Self-Talk ... 36 Relation'ship ... 83 
What is Counseling a,nd How Phy~ical lntimacy ... 4 
to Use it ... 61 · 
Learning to Accept Yourself ... 44 Health.;Related Issues 
Sexuality Early, sign of a·n Alcohol 
Male Sex Roles ... 40 Problem ... 160 
Male Homosexuality ... 21 Responsible Decisions obout 
Dealing with lmpotence ... 23 _Drinking ... 161 
Timing'Problems in Male I've been Raped, What 
Sexuality ... 24 Do I Do? ... 315 .. 
Female Sex Roles ... 39 Dealing with an Alcoholic 
Female Hotnosexuality ... 20 Parent ... 479 
Female Orgasm Problems .• ;22 · Anorexia . Nervosa & Bulimia ... 215· 
Friendship ------ · Herpes-symptoms and 
· Diagnosis ... 209 
Friendship Building ... 1 AIDS-Reducing .the Risks ... 225 
Helping a Friend ... 90 AIDS-Symptoms and 
Recognizing Suicidal Diagnosis ... 218 
Feeling in Others ... 492 .. ,,. .. . A~q-~aintance·Rape ... 319 · 
: Dial 862-3554 any _night from 6:00 to 12:00 p.m. and select the tape you wish to hear. The tapes run about six minutes. 
If you have any questiohs when the tape is over, a Cool-Aid member will come bar,k on the line. Tape line is a service 
provided by Cool-Aid in c~:mjuction with Counseling and Testing. Cool-Aid is a student funded organization. Our Hotline 
number is 862-2293. 
1 ;,: .. 4__-,.....-,.,.._,...__.....,,..,_._••- - •- _,.... - ... .--.- .. --••'•J•• ....... •- -·. - :a ... , .. , •·• •- N ... " • , .. . ... - .: , • 
.Jti'11 7 r.J!JJP'tjf"',",,'V'&fl!l:•:w:,r:~:--c:ff'"'~•-_;...,,..r.r•ir., f"l"''TWt~ ~..,. •=-~•:.-•"fTN . , .. ._.,, ,~ ~ <II' ' If'••-..:" ~II( '!I;./ ~t:. I;" .. ""- ~ • • r.-•••~ •1, "'\ \; r; 
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· WSBE openings· are limited 
By Kathleen Russell 
When sp~aking to \UNH 
students trying to get into the 
Whittemore School of Business 
and Economics, Marcy Kraus, 
· academic counselo.r in WSBE 
says~ "There arc: a lot of fnis-
trated students out there. I wish 
~e coul9 do more to help them." 
. Ap·plications to the business. 
scho9}, Which 'has 'ari overa11 
enrollment of just o_ver 1300, 
are accepted in October and · 
February. According to Kraus, 
last February 164 students en-
rolled at UNH applied to 
WSBE, 117 .were accepted
1 and 
47 were denied admission to 
WSBE as intercollege transfers.-
Within the business school 
, there is . a ceiling pla~ed on the 
number of students allowed .to 
enroll, said Kraus. Due to this 
limitation, once -students -are 
enrolled at UNH, they ar~ pot 
guaranteed trans.fer into the 
business program. . . 
"I entered UNH as an unde-
clared liberal arts· student and 
have been applyfog to .WSBE 
ever since," said Pam Rarkus. 
''As a second semester sopho-
more, I hope l'IJ get in soon or 
I'll have to start thinking of an 
alternative major;" · . 
· Competition to enter WSBE 
is also strong among high school 
seniors. "The number of appli-
cations (to WSBE) has stabilized 
,at a . high level," said Eric 
1Weinhold, assistant dean ·of ·· 
admissions, in reference to the 
high volume of applications_ as 
well as the high .level of com-
petitive students applying. 
Due to this comp~tition;. 
many applicants are not jlq:ept_-
ed into the business program 
but are offered admission to 
UNH -~nder their seco'nd-choice 
of major, many with the· hopes 
· of transferring into WSBE. 
These WSBE hopefuls, com-
bined with students who decide 
to major in business in the 
iniddle of their college careers 
make up the group of stu~ents 
applying to WSBE as intercol-
lege transfer·s. 
In order to apply as an inter-
college transfer, students must 
complete a minimum of two 
specified WSBE cot1;rs.es, de;-
pending upon the major they 
ar~ applying to. In addition to 
this, applicants must have a 2.0 
overall grade point average, a 
2.0 cumulative average in their 
WSBE courses, and no WSBE 
course with a grade lower than 
a C minus. 
"A~2.0 average is not high 
criteria," said Kraus. "There 
are some majors with stiffer 
requirements, they' re just not 
as popular." ... 
Student applications · are di-
vided by the three WSBE -ma-
jors: administration, economics 
and hotef administ~ation. Th~ 
number of students accepted 
depends on the number of 
- spaces available in each of these 
programs, according to Kraus. 
The ~ommittee that reviews 
the applications consists of 
Kraus, Jo~nn Kelly (WSBE 
advising coordinator), and two 
WSBE deans. Once this com-
mittee determines that students 
have met the basic r~quire-
ments, they are admitted in the 
order of wh_o has the most 
overall credit hours at the · 
University, Kraus said. Due to 
this policy, seniors who hav,e 
met the basic requirements are .. 
admitted first, then juniors, then 
sophomores. 
"Some seniors apply to WSBE 
frqm a. tempor~ry rp.ajqr h9ping 
all along -to get accept~d, how-
ever, the bulk of the applicants 
are second semester sopho-
mores," said Kraus. 
In reference to the challenge 
of getting in.to WSBE as an 
intercollege transfer Kraus said, 
"The difficulty is in getting the 
courses and the grades of a C 
minus or better." . . 
. In~roductory.courses. ari.op.en~ 
to non-WSBE majors, which 
makes it possible for students 
wishing to transfer into WSBE 
to . get the minimum courses 
. required to apply. Difficulty 
arises after students have com-
pleted these introductory level 
:courses and wish to take upper 
division WSBE courses· whi-Ie 
. waiting to be accepted. These 
~pper level courses are restrict-
. ed'. to WSBE majors only. · 
. One option prospective ad-
ministration majors have is -to 
fill the two administration 
el_ectives after they have .taken 
their ,introcl-uctory courses, said 
·Kraus. · 
Another suggestion Kraus 
makes to students unable to get 
the courses needed while still 
_applying_ .to w ·SBE is to take 
. summer courses. Enrollment 
is on a first come, first serve 
basis and each course costs $280. 
Some students frustrated with 
the transfer pro.cess rethink 
their interests and goals, decid-
ing on a new major with a 
business minor, said Kraus. She 
added that the growing popu-
larity of the business minor is 
putting more strain on the 
business school. 
According to stude·nr Nancy 
Mandis, her business minor, 
"gives me basic concepts I can 
apply .in the business world." 
At the same time, Mandis ap-
preciates the interp~rsonal skills 
her communication major pro-
vides. -
Although ~his demand for 
WSBE courses places a strain 
C>p_ in~~r~_sf¢~ ,_ st'ud_¢nJs,).;:;r_avs · 
said keeping a ceiling on the . 
number of _students in the major 
has kept up the high quality of 
education. · . . · 
Student Admissions Repre-
sentative Jim Taylor said stu-
dents .visiting UNH are aware 
of the · strong WSBE · reputation. 
However, he quickly cautions 
them, telling sn,1dents it is one 
of the most competitive pro-
grams at BNH and stresses the · 
importantce of listing an alter-
native majoJ on. their applica-
tion if they truly want to attend 
UNH . . 
When asked about transfer-
. ring from one major into bus.: 
iness .. Taylor warns, "it is pos.-
sible but nothing is guaranteed." 
Any non-WSBE major~ who 
are considering a major· or 
minor in business are encour-
aged -to schedule an appoint-
ment with either Kraus or Kelly · 
in the WSBE Advising Office, 
. said Kraus. During preregistra-
tion _ _and at the beginning of the 
semester the advisors are busy 
with enrolled WSBE students·, 
but at any other time of the 
semester Kraus and Kelly are 
happy to talk to prospective 
students. · 
WSBE; housed in McConnell, will offer limited enrollment. 
. (Stu Evans photo) · 
I -
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0.A, s University Theater 
"'#f .;.1986-87Seasonl'resents 1-e':\ the· Premiere of 
'I WHAT MEN DON'T 
/ . . TELL WQMEN. 
Based on the Book by ROY BLOUNT,fr_,Adaptedand 
Directed by David Magldson. Eldon Johnson Theater. 
isabel and Harriet Paul · Creative Arts Center, 
University of New Hampshire, Durham. Preview: Aprll 2 7 at 8 p:m .• 
Evening Performances: April• 28-30. May 1·2 at 8 p.m .. Mattnees:April 29at 
2 p.m.: May 2 at · 4 p.m. General: SS. UNH Students/Employees/ Alu~nl and Senior 
Ollzens: $4, l'n!vfew: S2. Reservations: 862· 2290, Dinner Theater Package-
New England Center Restaurant. 
CALENDAR . '·* ''"" ' '' ' 
Tuesday, April 21 
Blood Drive-"You'.ve Come a Long Way, Baby" a drive to 
_celebrate the _collection of the ~0,000tn pint donated b_y Durham 
and UNH · srnce 1951. Gramte State Room,. MUB, 10 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. through 4/24. · 
Spanish Film Series-"They Don'.t Wear Black Tie,"Room 
303,James, 4 p.m., $1. . 
Fii'm and Panel Discussion-"Some Call lt Seduction: 
'Reth!fking-~ape' in·t~e 80s." A 26 minu~e f.i:lm; ..! ~R_ierhinki!1g 
· Rape examrnes aquarntance rape and its causes followed 
· by panel discussion. _ Strafford Room; MUB, 7-9 p.m: . · 
Fac1;1lty Concert Series-Faml~y Woodwind Quintet. Bratton 
· ReC1tal Hall, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. ' · 
Wednesday, April 22 I 
Outd?or Track-at Penn Relays 
Blood· Drive-Granite Stat~ R~oni, MUB, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Lacrosse-vs. Brown. Cowell Stadium, 3 p.m. 
UNH Student Jazz Combos~Strafford Roo.QJ., MUB, 8 p.m . 
Thursday, April 23 
, B-lood Drive-Gra~ite State Room, MUB, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
M!1B Job_ Day--Prepare now for fall employm~nt in the·MUB. 
Top ffoor, MUB~ 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Music Oper~ Workshop~Special performance for high schools. 
He_nnessy Theater, Paul Arts, 10 a.m. , 
Brown Bag-it in the Galleries-"A Little Day Music" with 
Nancy Scharff, vocalist, . and Paul Verrette, piano. Galleries, 
12:30 p.m. 1 
Baseball-vs. Univ of Lowell. Brackett Field, 1 p.m. 
Earth Sciences ~oll_oqll_i~~.:"Geomol'phology of Icelandic 
Volcanoes: by ,R1Ch1e W1ll1ams., USGS, Reston, VA. Room 
119, James, 4 p.m. . 
Spring Jubilee-Carnival rides, games, music, entertainm~nt 
. benefit auction. Snively .parking lot, 5-: 11 p.m. · ' 
Lecture-Ellie Smeal, President. of the National Organizatio~ 
for Women, speaking on "Putting Women's Issues on the 
1988 Agenda." Room 110, Murklana, 7 p.m. -
MU,SO Film--"The Sure Thing."_S.frafford Room, MUB, 7 
and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2. . ,,.- . 
MUB PUB-.:Now Sound Express; 9 p.in. 
Friday, April 24 
Bloqd Drive-Granite State Roo1?, MUB, 10 a.m. to 3 p.,:n. 
MUB Job Day-Prepare now for fall employment at the MUB. 
Top ffoor, MUB, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. · 
lnterna~ionaJ Fiesta-A day filled with food, games, displays, 
entertarnment, and more to celebrate international culture 
from around the world and at UNH. Smith Hall Lawn, 11 
a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Spring Jubilee-Snively parking lot, 4-11 p.m. · 
GTJ!"'Foundation Lecture Series-Space Technology and Human . 
Values, Part III, Outer Sapce and the Inner Secrets of Mother 
Ec:l~th. raul Scully-Power, Astronaut/Oceanographer, senior 
Sc1ent1st. Na val Underwater Systems Center. Room 208,
1 
McConnell; 7:30 p,m. 
Music Opera Workshop-Performance will include scenes 
from Ficle{io; Susannah, The Magic Flute, The Mikado and 
more. Hennessey Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. · 
CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO 
THE OFFICE .OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322 MUB. 
(O~serve deadlines on proper forms) · . · , ' _ 
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi- · · 
weekly chroughouc the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 
-151 of the Memorial Unioo Building, UNH, Durham, N .H. 03824. Business. ◄ 
Office _hollrs: Monday - F'riday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription: 
)_24;9,o. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should 
_check i:heir ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be 
responsible for cypograph•t.:al or ocher errors, but will reprinc-·that part 
'?f an a~~erciserrient in which --a typographical errdr appears, if notified 
1mmed1ately. POSTMASTER: send address changes co The Ne_w Hampshire, 
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue 
· by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine. 
New Hampshire 
P-~!~~KS 
We have moved-please note our new_ address 
T,Shirts 
~ Hooded Pullovers • Totts • S.seNI Caps 
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs 
Plus Hundreds of Spec:ialty Advertlsl119 lteins . 
In-House Ari Dept 
603/431-8319 
Au_tumn Po.nd Park, Rte. 101, • Portsmouth. N H 
I 
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OTICES 
ATHLE'TICS AND RECREATION 
KA YAK ROLLING: Sponsored by NH Outing 
Club. Learn Kayak rolling in the :Field House pool 
on Wednesday, April 22 and 29 at 8 p.m. for $2_. 
Sign up outside_ NHOC Office, Room 129, MUB. 
CAREER 
HEALTH 
The following eve_nts are spar.sored by Health 
Education Dept., Health Services. 
SAFE RIDES: A service that provides safe 
transportation home for driver~ under the influe_nce 
of alcohol and/ or other durugs and/ or those riding 
with them. Thursdays, Fridays, ~nd Saturdays, 
-CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOPS: Sponsored f?etween 10 p.m. and 2 a.m, call 862-1414. -
by Career Planning.& Placement. Last 3 of the year! · , 
: ____ -£ma-11-g.roup-w.orksho.p.s.d_esjgfil:.9to_h_rlp_y0y,_idemify_c. -RELAXAJ1Q:t•fW.QRJ<$H_QP: Ex_perie!lt~J -~_~r~_-
your skills and intefests and values. Thursday, Apnl shop allowing participants to explore various 
23, Monday, April 27, and Wed. May 6, Rm. 203, relaxation techniques and practice individual coping 
Huddlest~n, 4:30-6:30 p.m.' Sign up ba·sis only, skills. Tuesday, April 21,Jesse Poe, 7 p.m. 
. Rm. 203 Huddleston. · 
COMPUTER SERVICES 
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed · 
- below. Registration i~ required. Use Computer 
Services Training Menu for online registration 
or call 3667 or stop by Room 2E, Stoke Hall Cluster. 
All courses are held in the Stoke Cluster Classroom 
unless otherwise specified. · 
BEGINNING SYSTEM 1032/CREATING: Course 
explains how to create simple database files ~sing 
1032. Pa.rticipants are taught how to design a 
database add how to implement their design using 
1032 data defiQ.ition language. Pre: 1032 Browsing 
and VMS editor. Monday, April 27 and Wednesday, 
April 29, 2-4:30 _p.m: · 
BEGINNING dBASE III: dBASE III is an easy to 
u~e interactive data base management system 
ava,ilable to MS-DOS based microco'mputers. Course 
explains creating a data base updating records and 
producing a report. Prerequisite; beginning_ MS-
DOS. Tuesday, April 28 and Thursday, April 30, 
2-4:30 p.m. 
GENERAL 
PARENTS AT UNH SUPPORTING EACH 
('OTHER) PAUSE': An informal discussion group 
for parents (students, staff, faculty). Bring your 
_ · · lunch, ideas and concerns about being away from 
your children, Wed., Und.erwood House, noon- · 
1 p.m. --- -~ --
HORSEMANSHIP SIGN-UP (ANSC 402) FOR· 
FALL SEMESTER: Open to majors and non-majors, 
beginner through advanced clas~es. Wed. April, 
22, Lighthorse classroom, Horse barns, 8 a.m. 
RING JN THE SPRING SING: The New Hamp~ 
shire Notables and their guests with fine acapella 
· music, laughs and more. Sat., April 25, Strafford 
Room, MUB, 7:30 p.IT).\-$2 students, $3 general. 
OPEN ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING: 
Individuals concerned about their drinking or dr:ug 
use are welcome. Wednesdays;Wolff House, noon 
to 1 p.m. 
ADULT ·cHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: For 
individuals affected by par·ent's problem drinking. 
Thursday, Underwood House, 7~8:30 p.m. 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING: Closed 
meeting for women concerned about their drinking 
or drug use. Fridays, Wolff House, noon to 1 p.m. _ 
. MEETINGS 
NEW TESTAMENT FELLOWSHIP MEETING: 
Student meeting. Tuesdays, Rm. 103, Morrill, 7-
8:30 p.m. 
STUDENTS FOR A NON-PARTISAN COM-
-MEN CEMENT SPEAKER MEETING: Any senior 
who is unhappy with the selection of ~his 'year'.s 
commencement• speaker and/ or any stadent who . 
wants more student input in the speaker selection 
process is . invited to attend .. Wed1:1esdays, Cheshire 
Rm., MUB, 5 p.m. 
COALITION FOR DISARMAMENT AND PEACE 
· MEETING: Discussion of the issues re.lating to 
nuclear arms buildup and organizing of activities, 
rallies, etc. Wednesdays, MUB, 7 p.m. 
MEDIEVAL RECREATION CLUB MEETING: 
To discuss plans for )lpcomin'g quest and plans 
· for Crown Tourney. Also discussion of demon-. 
·stration. Tuesday, April 21, Hanover Rm.', MUB, 
6-7 p:m, 
ENT~RPRIS'E_ A~s~qA TI<;rnt~-¥EE~Tl,NG: -~tu-
' dent mterested m :mvestmg, markletmg, and ge.oeral 
business are invited to attend. Wednesday, Ap'ril 
22, Rm. 201, McConflell Hall, 7-8 p.m: 
UNI-I STUDENT PEER GROUP MEETING: 
Randy.Schroeder of DCE will discuss career options 
· PEACE VIGIL: Spqnsored by Progressive St1;1dent arid opportunities and resume writing. Friday, April 
Network. A gathering of concerned people to discuss ' 24, MUB, 2-3 p.m. Check Information Center for 
viewpoints and upcoming events. Thursday, room. 
Flagpole, Thompson Hall, 12:30 p.m. : 
PIZZA FOR LUNCH BUNCH: Join other non- · NOTICEINFORMATIONMUSTBESUBMIT-- -
traditional students for an infun:nal pizza lunch TED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV-
every Friday, at Underwood House, noon to 1 p.m. ' ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlines 
on· proper forms) 
Despite soggy grass, warmer weather has bro~ght students out to play. (Craig Pa,rker photo) 
Sp~ing has sprung when the Bagelry's bagel cart is_ back o~ 
campus in front of the Diamond Libra.ry. (Craig Parker photo) __ 
---~-uEs 
( continued from_ page 3) 
· the United States to pass such · social involvement., Calvin said. 
a resolution as a part of a This . type of assassination is 
nationwide effort to help the typical of right wing operations 
Salvadoran students. which took place more frequent-
. According to Sabra Clarke, ly in -the early 1980's, he said: 
I,.atin American studies major, Clarke believes the resolution 
the resolution acts as a deterent which she introd~ced last March 
to the Salvado~ military which can act as a deterent to the death 
has been threatening to close squads. Clarke _m~de the com--: " 
down the national university. parison of Amnesty lnterna-
Clarke, newly elected vice pres- tional's work which can bail a 
ident of the student body,- in- prisoner out of jail throu_gh 
troduted the resolution as a international pre-ssure. ,. 
.'student senator this semester. "While we're thinking about -
"I think this kind of incident · breakfast and Math quizzes, 
should rein:ind us of just how Salvadoran students are· wond-
much w,e take for granted," -ering how to ayoid torture or 
Clarke said. "We are able to walk being picked up ,by the' death 
to class without thinking about squads,:· Clarke said. 
these threats." Ac~ordin_g ·- to Calvin, _ a 
. All i7 universities, whkh number of other students have 
passed_ the resolution support- be~n murdered by death squads 
ing the University of El Salva- this year because of their activ-
dor, will be commemoratir\g his ities. Student leaders are tar-
death. geted by government military 
"This type of assassination forces when they become out-
is particularly brutal," Calvin spoken in .addressing the coun- _ 
said. · · try' s social and political prob-
Support for the Salvadoran lems. 
· students is especially important . Hundreds of people have 
at this time when death squad been murdered by death squads 
activity in .El Sa1vador is on the this year. Accor~ing to Calvin, 
rise, according to Calvin. their bodies are often fonnd in 
"The resolutions may not a ditch or river months after 
mean a whole lot here (in the they dissapeared. 
United States), but they do have "People a·re so.afraid to speak 
an impact in El Salvador. They -out," Clarke said , refering to 
know there' will be a response 1- EI-Salvador. "They're-afraid of 
to this kind of assasination, and winding up in the river them-
this is morally uplifting to the selves." · 
students in El Salvador" Calvin Ascording to members of the _ 
said. UNH Committee on Central 
Students in El Salvador and America, there will be a vigil 
Garcia's parents are certain cornmemorating ·Garcia's death 
government military forces today at 6:30 .p.m. next to the 
murdered Garcia because of his Kent State Memorial. 
~ord Association -
(603) 669-6447 
Word Processing • 'Typing • Trapscriptlon · 
Durham, New·Hampshlre 
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,p.rof discµsses Philippines 
By Edward L. McKey 
Associa-te Professor of Eng-
- lish Patrocinio Schweikart is 
a literary critic but her lecture 
last Wednesday night had little 
to do with literary criticism. She 
spoke on present social condi-
tions in the Phillippines and 
her viewpoint was one of some-
one who -had close personal ties 
there. 
Schweikart's was the last 
lecture in -the series The Far 
East: Our Near Neighbor and 
was entitled "Cory Aquino and 
'People Power;' The Promises 
and the Realities." Schweikart 
spent exactly half of her life in 
the Phillippines ·and the other 
half in.the U.S. She felt she could 
offer both a personal viewpoint. 
as well as one free of any 
Flowering tree bursts to Ii(~ this week next· to Hamilton-Smith - ethnocentrism. 'Tm riot an 
Hall. (Craig Parker ·photo) . ~xpert but rm going w speak 
from .the heart," she said Schweikart .also described 
After her introduction Schwei- how the ''People's Revolution" 
kart ga;e a brief history of the did not cha.nge everything. 
-Phillippines. Then she began There are still problems left 
on the main corpus of her over from the Marcos regime. 
lecture; discussing sociar con- ',The military is the biggest 
ditions before and after its dilemma, it -is controlled by 
recent ~lection. Schweikart. des- . those of · Marcos' '.'cronies" · who 
cribed the extent . to which~ did nm follow him out of the 
people support~d Cory Aquino's country and, consequently, Aqui-
ca ndidacy; Aquino knew the nb has no control over them or 
di_shonesty of Ferdinand Marcos' · it. 
. actions but she counted on . · The last portion of Schwei~ 
· "People Power" - popular sup- .ka_rt's lecture recounted Aqrii-
port - to get her through. . . no' s attempts to have the people 
Displaying an obvious respect lay down .their arms and settle 
for those who supported Aqui- conflicts without loss of life. 
no, among them, Schweikart's However, due to the turbulent 
own mother, Schweikart illus- conditions which still exist in 
trated the. spirit and courage bf the Phillippines, Schweikart 
· the people hy reading several foresees much "pain, suffering, 
poems written by people who and death. I'm hoping Aquino 
were in the midst of the activity can pull something out." · 








Sun, MOn, Tues open until 1 a.m. 
W, Th, F, Sat open until 2 a.m. 
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UNH Outing Club goes aloft last week-end for fun. (Peter Tamposi photo) 
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Take A Load.Off ... 
... your mind. Because no matter what you've 
. don_e--or haven'.t done this year, UNH 
Summer Session can help you make up the 
at a more relaxed pace and still have plenty 
of time left over to hit the beach. Or hold 
down a summer job. 
, credits you've missed. Credits you need to 
graduate on time, or maybe ahead of 
schedule. And even if you don't need to 
make up a course, Summer Session is a good 
, way to lighten your cou_rse load next 
, semester, so ·you can carry that summer 
spirit on into ~he Fall. 
Choose from i:hese terms: 
May 25 - J~ne 26 
May 25 - Juty 2 
May 25 - July 31 
May 25 - August 14 
July 6 - August 7 
July 6 - August 14 
UNH Summer Session offers the courses 
you need in six convenient terms, five to 
twelve weeks long, with ,classes offered 
during the mornings, afternoons, and 
evenings. So you can get your work done 
Call (603) 862-1089 today_for your FREE 
·-ll_NH Summer Session catalog, or clip : 
and mail the coupon below. · 
Registration riow in progress. 
Clip and mail to:. UNH Summer Session, 24 Rosemary 
Lane, Durham, NH 03824 · 
. . 
.YES .. Please send me a free .UNH Summer Session 
Catalog. 
· N~me _____________________________ _ 
'Address, ________ _;_ ________________ _ 
______________ State _____ Zip ____ _ 
jor~----------~----------------,,,- · ~ . NH-1 
------soi 
(continued from page 3) 
facing the same threat," she said. -
According to Kistiakowsky 
the "nuclear freeze'' movement 
became very popular a few years 
ago in response tO the realiza-. 
tion of a Mutually Assured 
Destruction (MAD) policy. 
"Star W a"rs derailed the-
freeze," she said. -
Inste·ad of a freeze, the Rea-
- gan administration promised 
to protect the whole nation with 
S.D.I., Kistiakowsky said. 
Kistiakowsky said the S.D.I. 
also shifts the emphasis of 
research scientists to weapons 
research. She said America's 
"cutting edge" could be focused 
on other problem areas. 
According to Kistiakowsky, 
the S.D.I. research comes dan-
gero:usly close to violating the 
Anti-'B~llistic Missile Treaty 
wtih the Soviets, and could set · 
back the agreements made be-
tween the· two super powers. 
Sheri Schaefer, president of 
the Society of Physics Students, 
said Kistiakowsy's lecture was 
intended to show how physics 
relates to current issues. 
Carolyn Bewersdorf, senior 
English major who attended the 
lecture, said Kistiakowsky clar-
ified the arms race issue for her. 
"(Kistiakowsky) correlated 
the recent past trends with 
what'.s going on ·now. (The 
lecture) helped me to see where 
we've been, and why we're doing 
what we're doing," Bewersdorf 
said. 
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. Keg toss slated for Saturday 
By Dawn Wright 
The front · 1awn of Kappa 
Sigma fraternity will be covered 
, with beer kegs in preparation 
for the fourth annual Kappa Sig 
keg toss Saturday at noon. 
The keg toss has become a 
highly anticipated event by all 
who have ever attended, a'nd . 
each year the attendance con-
tinues to grow, Contes'tants 
attempt to throw an ,empty 
quarter keg beer barrel as far 
as possible. The competition 
is scored by taking a distance 
measured off the front yard of 
the fraternity, doubling as the 
keg toss stadium. 
"Last year we had about 500 
people come and we're expect-
ing an even b~gger turnout this 
time," Mike Eliasberg, keg toss · 
chairman said. 
Kappa Sig brother Chuck 
Deal said the keg toss is not just 
a fu.nction for Greeks. "This is 
a really big event and we .encour-' 
(continued from page 3) 
more willing to come," said 
Adler. 
Women are invited to join the 
gro'up at· any time during th~ 
semester at the Counseling and 
Testing Building, across from 
Stoke Hall, on Tuesdays from 
3:30 to 4:30 p.m. , 
'Tm ,gfad. that women are . 
finally willinKto talk about these 
. experiences that can be so_ 
. difficult to talk about," Adler 
said. "Talking is the ·only way 
· that,,, we work through these 
things.". , · · · , 
Gelwick said, "If you've read 
this article ·once, and you still , 
don't believe it-could be you-, 
... please read it again." _ · . 
age everybody to come, not just approximately $200-350. The 
Greeks. Everyone is welcome/' fraternity hopes to raise even 
Competition is divided into more this year. "We would like 
four categories; individual men, to raise somewhere around $500 ' 
individual women, team men this year," Eliasberg said. "We 
and team women. Trophies will get more people coming every 
be given to top winn~r.s in each year th~ event is held, so this 
category. goal should be possible." 
Entry fee is 50 cents per The keg toss will not be. the 
person or $5 for a team of five. only _action at the fraternity 
Team members get two tosses Saturday. "Representatives 
each. Team scoring is done by from Pepsi and Skoal will be on 
taking the best toss of each · hand, as well as Domino's who 
member on a team and totaling · will be making several free pizza 
the five distances together. deliveries throughout the af-
Proceeds from the fundraiser ternoon," Eliasberg said. Pepsi 
will be donated to the United is giving out free soda and Skoal 
Way of Dover. In addition to will be giving out souvenirs and 
entry fee collections, money will samples. 
be raised by selling official "keg UNH hockey player Allister 
toss" t-shirts. Brown placed first last year in 
"The t-shirts we're selling the individual men's event. This 
this year are very colorful and year, All-American hammer 
. are by far the best we've ever thrower Ed McCabe is hoping , 
had," Dea·l said. . to "toss," but a track meet could ; 
Last year Kappa Sig raised interfere. · 
· Relax at the ;private hot tub room rentals!· 
• Showers Dre,sing Area and Stereo In loch Room • 
•Towels & Hair Dryers .furnished •Juices & Dispqsable Bathinq Suits Availallt,• 
I • •J• • I I • I , : 
• , · • ·. I I 
. I • 
• • • I I a&,11,;i;Ma,U-.a I II I' • • •I 1 •1 
iESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED 431-0994 . < .TAN BED 10 VISITS ONLY $35.00 > 
OpH 12 --•hlftltllt, 'Iii 2 P·•· '111w_1., Fri. &·Set 8Q1042187 
. (lllltr ~y ■ppol,lt-nt) 




Jeans ·& Jean Jackets 
$5 off 
casual slacks ,$3.00 off 
sweaters $5-1 0 off 
Dress shirts $3.00 off 
_ Members of Kappa Sigma fraternity practiced for this week-
end's annual keg toss competition. (Craig Parker photo) 
.LEARN 
BARTE ING 
·Iand a goad summerJob 
GET· PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AT 
. ~ BARTENDERSCHOOL·1rs 
·. EASY AND FUN. TEL (Jm) 869- 3718 
c.&•1· . USTII 
OR WRITE -,~11,;11111', .. seaoqt 
_TODAY 84 Main Street · · 
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)Ianted: 
. .' Staff for NH boys camp 
. Specialty areas;· Tennis, trip-crafts, ar.chery, ca,;oe, crafts-
wood wo_fking and sports coaching. . R,ol,j ~ 
. -. -01«9 lt~ood 
For info. please contact: 
C.A. Downie 
. PO Box 1147 . 
Wolfeboro,N.H. 03894 · 
569-45 31 ._after 4:30 p:m. • 
Jenkins Court• Durham New Hampshire 03824 • T~. 6!13-861-7031 
FULL COLOR ·COPIES 
I 
copies, transpa,:encies, iron-_on trans/ ers 
reproduced in full C(!lor!! 
/tlurhitn, . Cqpy, 
J 
Jenk~ns C~ur~ •_ 868-703 ~ 
RESUMES. 
r electronically typed 
$1_8.50-includes 
.. 
ty)?_ing, 25 resumes, matching sheets, env_elopes 






r I t1 
~ - i ·1 
.COOL 
· When life 
your 
-·· 
give us q.· 
~ 
& 
I I I 









"-_-~ ·we'll listen we 1care 
862-2293. _ 
Call Tapeline 862-3554 · 
and Hotline 862~2293 · 














BL o··o D 
TIME FORA · 
RESUME 
We know it's a husv time for vou - Time 
to celebrate. time to refle.ct. But it's also 
time to look to the foture . 
Kinko ·s can help you prepare for your 
futm;e . We ha\'e a wide range of specialty 
papers and matching en\'elopes to give your 
resume the professional loc>k it deser\'es. 
Come hv and see us todav. -There·s no 
time like the present. · · 
....!. 
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The 
Bloom. County -Collection 
~ . . 
.,\,~ PENGUIN LUST 
ORIGINAL BILL THE CAT 
Lt. Grey T-Shirt 
Qty._ __ Size(s). __ _ 
White Sweatshirt 
Qty · Slze(s.,_ __ 
. ., .. ~(.··~ 
PlNGUIN LUST 
White T-Shirt 
Qty. " Size(s) __ _ 
White Sweatshirt 
Qty._~_ Size(s) _ _ _ 
OPUS 
Lt. Grey T-Sh irt 
Qty. _ _ _ Size(s). _ _ _ 
White Sweatsh irt 
Qty. ___ Size(s)_ ___ _ 
HEAVY METAL OPUS 
White T-Shirt 
Qty. ___ Size(s) _ _____ _ 
White Sweatshirt -
Qty-. ___ Size(s)_· __ 
501-P MY 50flt 
1b !{WK. N'l<Olt 
STEVE DALLAS 
White T-Shirt 





OLIVER WEN DELL JON,ES 
Beige T-Shirt 
Qty. · Size(s) __ _ 
BILL 'N OPUS 
Black T-Shirt 
Qty. · Size(s) _____ ___ . 
BLOOM COUNTY BABYLON 
STARSHIP ENTERPOOP 
White T-Sh irt NEW BILL THE CAT . 
Lt. Grey ;T-Shirt 
Qty. ___ Size(s). __ _ 
,White Sweatshirt 




lection - 5 years 
of strips in paper-
. back - personally 





-List Price $12.95 
Plu_s Postage $1 .50 
Allow 4-6 weeks delivery for personal checks. 
Qty: __ 
_ _ VISA 
NUMBER·--'-----'---------~---
__ MASTERCARD __ EXP.DAtE 
NAME ________ ~--------
SIGNATURE ___________ _ 
. SHIP TO:____,;,, _____________ _ 
Qty. _ _ _ Size(s) __ _ 
White Sweatshirt 
Qty._ _ _ Slze(s) __ _ 
CO residents add 4.1 % sales tax. 
Tees: S, M, L, XL $12.45 ea. postpaid 
Sweats: M, L, XL . · $22.45 ea .. postpaid 
MC, Visa, money orders OK. 
-MAIL TO: 
GUY GLENN GRAPHICS . 
DEPT . . B · 5 
P.O. BOX 3953 
EVERGREEN, CO 80439-3430 
(303) 67 4-8667 
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-= Yd& ikv CJ>~ of i 
A .. , ·-"':"" 1:::.· •·  I . . = . - IHli!!iiiiillll · . ~ - 5 
I ~?!ff~-, I 
= . n;n1-~~n. . a .a -~~v.v a 
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. . . Summ~r Hel~ .. t 
Pos1t1on needed: Sales clerks, _Ass t Cand~ ~akers;fk 
. Fromea.r,ly June through Labor Day. . · 
. Please write . . 
Murdick's Fudge ·v c/J, 
1652 5;2nd St. South East w 
Grand Rapids, Mich 495Q8 _ "'- The carnival comes to town this week-end for SpringJubiJee. (Craig Parker phot~) 
/ 
ffl~ M(lf 1/C/lETTO EUI_OPf 




lcelandair-Direct to Luxembourg from Boston 
is only $599 round trip! _ 
• Free express motorcoaches to Germany, Holland and Belgium. , 
• Only $15 by train to· Switzerland and France-. Economical 
Eurailpasses are available. 
• Kemwel Rent-A-Cars with no mileage charge start at only $79 per 
. week short term and even lower for long ter~ rentals.* 
• Prepajd Hotelpak coupons, start at only $26.00 per night in 19 
European Countries.** · 
.,,',. 
• Our unrestricted fares are also super low priced to Paris and 
Frankfurt. 
• We fly from New York, Chicago, Boston, Baltimore/Washington 
. and Orlando. .· . . .. · • · 
ICELANDAIR .JIIII' 
CALL ICE FOR· THE PRICE AT 1-800-223-5500 OR YOUR TRAVEL AGENT. 
Fare facts: Super Ape)( Fare is valid 6/1/87 thru 9/7/87. 7 day minimum/60 day maximum. Payment 14 days prior to departure. Fares subject to 
• . ' • • ' ' • -~· ~- ~ .. . h .. H--•-. ~ • ~ . . .. ~ • j:t}a[lg~ .. ee!lc!1ty for 1;.a_n!;:~ll~tio_n, $3 de;,artur~Jct><,!lnd,$JO ~..,~. ~1;1.sto.rn_sOn:itni.9r~ipQ.fJ!~. l,,i(Jli!~9 .. a~ajl{lqility, ot.ti~r 1e.s1rtqtj_gfl_SJ1l~Y~~P.RI¼ -. • ~ •• - ~ ~ • " ~ . " 
•Prices based on rate af excha"!ge 2/11/87. ••Reservations subject to availability. Full refunds with a 14 day pnor cancellation. · 
~ . . .. ✓., ... ..,..~ ... . ,, .. ,. ""'· "- "' 'i-·.i.-' '1, j,I:• 
'-
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. APRIL 19-26 
•You'll Find Bi ·· ~ringfesf · 
Savings&Specials . n One-Of-A-Kinds 
· , .. Discontinued Merchandise, Etc! 
SoMuchMore Excitment Goin 
n During Springfest,We Can' 
· · Mention It All Here! · · .. 
. DON'T MISS IT! 
\, 
'·.) .·· 
., .f'.. . . .~/ '. .-~ ·. ~ ~:j .. ,.~ . 
. · J 
• ,c ,,. 
- .. ~~~P: . 
• ':, •:/1\. . 
• P&-t.. Susimn<: ~K.k/ Pro JNtJ; (jQ tJJICR : ~a. Dt31.,, /)i{;K_; 15·•/./ liJAU. DDIT uJ/rS -,qqq, .J NolJJ :J7qq, / 
AtA1 Dr-6 AV o 1 , 81J uJ /cu. :-& . D6 L ~L ii 2 · 11 3 w At1 DD II w 195 $ g irq, N JUI z 6 qq. / · · 
1'1/J:/l, PfJtSYVI 7/JD-O, So uJICl-1. «l, D8X- D£c~ lil~ 95qq_ N'cJuJ t ti qq . 
~NWlJDD 55/ .B _. f).5 W!Ct-1. CD D&. O~IL . uJ/'1S 'l:, 2qq_ . NOvJ j 7uq. 
RAuL CA13/M._fAS·. fft.A1 ~tu-,m&UAlJ171 f._!P.!U / 5on_iNd2,J :iJ vJl- 30,. -N&d /(()·c/ll- . 
lb# U/DU) [>,4etl NOW$ 30. /J'D. " , · · 
•. c;;ucPU!.8 !Jfttu~-/ r;1lt};/V4,s rJN &frn/Jrnj{;N~ YUClf AS: 
Pul,. (?/o,v£W ~tJS /rr·8CS1 .f/( , 
Sb iav :l J-S-tAJf::w. la-1-. R"'c.~t /JU'l ~ I 11 . . /Mill) ffWAC/4 lJZ,jf<~ ( · · 
&Nwwn: trr<?sv w 15" Jw/1/11 S/?,;,aL~ {Ulf5 .t 3q1·rt- NM ;yq·.$/f1Jt2/ 
u Lflf (N(Lf 7q. tfD : t.x 5lf D€bL ~gq. U> Mo mucP'!- m cRc. .1 · 
/?rk-frl : frR-() 3D/ fo() uJ / ~- fJ tC,,£i tJ4./Z. I 571. r7D : 4fr!./t./tJ I . Pt, tU/ Ck ;qq ~ ~ /f1 Ucfl /J1dl2C ( 
ClrR. ~tu> 
1Ht,, &«-r D&M 11-1 11-tv ~Df51' tCND w11M dlll P12~1~<;:., /lil577r-dAnlfll// 
M~'3f tJ1t1c ~~ Rt?.~ P/-rc;~12t1 r1<~1-1. &1>11£- f½,,ncs . .·. . . · . 
' PM/f:rS,tJN(U ~ ·1s-% {)FF ON At-l-- fAO!OS' I CQJZ. 5TJ£ $/19 /Pu:;,... No21J 7<P!. (JtJ I ·I 
h. D,:;/Z OH ~t.., SPtAf~f,/Js ,t . 
i){.6( /ff'WDf IJUR. 5'/:u'br?tf? f ' I 
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ROQM{~DRAW 
_B_E_T\~,-E-1:-N-~HA LI:~~R o o --M~ --c--
. _ ':s · DRAW 
AY *N -------c;;)~--------
f A .Between Hall, Room D
raw Priority - _ 
Number And Did Not Choose A Room 
' During The In-Hall Proce~s 
· Are Reminded That: 
, , 
BETWEEN HALL ROOM DRAW 
WILL BE 
HELD WEDNESDAY APRIL 29, 1987 
FROM 5~9 -PM IN . 
NEW HAMPSHIRE HALL 
Instructions For Specific Arrival 
Times According To Priority Number 
Will Be Posted After The Deposit 
Collection Process Is Completed. 
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A SPEECH BY ELEANOR .SMEAL . 
. President of the NATIONAL -ORGANIZATION 
FOR WOMEN (NOW) 
The largest wom~n's rights. organizati9n in the u.:iited States 
*Find out what the important issues · affecting women 
will be in the 1988 presidential primary.: 
_,, 
*Be informed:on women's issues when the presidential 
candidates visit campus.· 
*Hear one of.the foremost le.aders of the women's 
movement. 
· 7 pm AP~IL 23, 1987 MURKLAND 110 
University of New Hampshire 
Cosponsored by: The UNH Commission on the Status of Women; 
Women's Studies; The office of the Executive Director of 
Administration Services; Sociology; N.H. National Organization 
forWomen(NOW). "" .1:-..x;.v~ .. ~-- -_ -,,~_,; ., ,, .. · 
_ · . • · . . · for the 
. . . now h,nng . t manager. 




"The garnes .. rn manager an . e· 
of garnes roo . sibi\ibes inc\ud . . us 
Manager respon . g various earn? . 
. . and runnin . . 
. · dvert1s1ng • · 
rnoting, a . · · · • 
-pro ts . \ies . 
tournarnen . ent and su?P ~oyees . . na\ . 
\ 
-ordering ~q~,p~ nd schedu\,ng e~P t . the 19.88 Regi:ent . 
-hiring, tr_aining a t coordi'~ator· ;~a\ garnes tourna . . 
. . . he stutlen .. . s \nternat 
. -bein~ _t. Co\\ege Onion . . . . 
Associatton i-.. sistant Man~ger. . . scheduling, 
nS . th the h1nng, 
anagerw1 
arnes roorn rn ernp\oyees. t earn pus 
to assist the_g_ g of garnes roo~ -the running o 
d superv1s1n ,st with -
an d can ass . _ 
·t ,ntereste 
, arnents. , 
tourn · 'Both wjll work under ·a supervisor. It's a great-experience 
and looks good on a resume! 
For more information, contact Stan Copeland 862-1524 
or Dianna Fischer (868-2936) . 
"'EW JJQ~E EOUCl\r10N .653 / ttu~tJrrte6 
tlu.MAw•Tai:s A~o EOUC/\TtON~ &,c.,erv AND . -n-tE 
f&RMAT,10"1 OF · Ctt~CTER._ 
J,--.ast-~UC.10~i 
PRoFf:560"-S t:bNN,A· GaowN, · R~t:. -7'f\.-ro5tc\Al1cz., DUSJW FRl\,tJU.,S,A 
tR ' 9:40-11~00 ~L,NJo 201 ·. · _ · . 
Fo,;.. Futt.:et1E.R.. ltJfo~A.,10N, f"Le,A$E . ~..-A~• ~~ ~061Ewacz...., ~•AlfiJ°"-, 
_Mu~MtJ . t~4,e, • . 
1) ,. r 
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-.Editorial 
I 
The choice belongs . to students 
There has been much heated debate in 
\ . 
regards to the selection of Vice President 
George Bush as commencement speaker · . 
for this May's graduation. On the left, there , 
are those who oppose Bush's political 
beliefs. They are also afraid, and rightfully 
so, th.at Bush will use ·the black robes of 
graduation as just another way to swing 
Ideally, the commencement speaker is 
at graduation for the students. It is only 
logical that students be ·allowed to pick the 
person who is going . to share his or her 
thoughts with the students · on what is one 
of the most important days of their lives. 
speaker could more than likely bring in. 
better speakers more consistently than a 
committee that is too busy to devote enough . 
time to ·the subject. · ~ 
Haaland said it is the president of the 
University who must make the final decision 
on a commencement speaker. With all du,e 
respect, he could not be more off base. One 
must then wonder how Sen. Robert Dole 
and now Bush, both staunch Republicans, 
are guests of the University. The main 
argument here · is not an issue of party 
politics - it is an issue of balance. If a right 
wing Dole speaks in December, then a 
moderate or liberal should speak in May. 
a few votes before an election year. On the 
· right, there are those who are proud to have 
the Vice President speak at a U nivers.ity 
commencement aµd are anxious to hear 
him share his -political insights. " 
UNH President Gordon Haaland has 
said the current commencement committee 
spends about five percent of its time 
discussing commencement speakers. A 
student committee working solely on the 
subject one or two years in advance would 
be a great addition to the University' -
This debate is healthy for the University. community. · 
It is in the wrong context, however .. Instead 
of arguing about a graduation speaker after 
the fact, students should be arguing about 
who they are going to bring. In short, the 
choosing of a commencement speaker 
should ,be left to students. 
For one, it would give students some sense 
of control over their graduation. For a 
senior, graduation is a1special time. It would 
also be another extracurricular outlet for 
active students. Lastly, a committee working 
just on the subject of commencement 
It is the students' graduation and the 
choice of commencement speaker should 
be left to students. If students want to choose 
Bush, then more power to them. But it 1s 
their decision and their decision only. 
Blood 
To the Editor: 
"Your Have Come a Long Way 
Baby" but don't forget we need you 
to prove that as you help us collect 
that outstanding· 90,000th .pint! 
We wiH be waiting for you at 
our spring blood drive from Mon-
day, April 20 through Friday, April 
24 from 10:00-3:00 at your MUB. 
This is the time we say farewell to 
our seniors and goodbye to others 
until fall. 
Once we have reached our am-
azing total since 1951, we need you 
to remember that we need con-
tinued support the remainder of 
the week to meet patient needs. 
Demands are steadily increasing 
for our program due to eve.r devel-
oping new medical techniques. 
No matter the weather, spring 
will be at the Grantie State Room 
and in our hearts as we celebrate 
the seas~n togethef. Spring is hope 
and reQewed life - you can give this 
to someone a'nd feel good about 
yqurself. 
;i·,'. 
Mets as Marx, and drink as much 
Piels as Peri:ier. The only difference 
this dorm might show is a little 
more consideration for the person 
next door studying 'til 3 :00 a.m. , 
or the person whose weekend 
doesn't begin until 5:00 p.m. Friday 
after an engineering lab. (Not to 
say that Intro. to Thermodynamics 
doesn't require more concentration 
than Puppetry, but...) 
Personally, I have absolutely no 
trouble .rubbing elbows with the 
rest of the student pop~lation. 
Neith~r does any o·ther honor 
student. I know . And there are 
plenty of other "serious" students 
out there who don't happen to be \ 
in the hOliwr program. You admit 
we outnumber you 100 to 1. Your . 
solution is f6r us to "head for one 
. of those fine quiet hour dorms 
located on campus." There are two. 
Babcock is primarily for graduate 
students, wpich leaves 30 rooms 
on the top floor of Huddleston. 
Maybe we should put "you" in Hudd 
and leave the rest of the campus 
to "us"? 
Nor a-re we elitist. Contrary to 
your information, the Honors 
program is not a "for members 
only" country club. Honors courses 
Jarry Stearns , are open to any qualified student, 
Your Durham Red Cross Blood not just those officially registered 
Siricerely, 
Forum 
Chairman in the program. "Qualified" rnearis 
ability to do the coursework, not · 
just a fancy GP A. Half the students , 
in my honors class last semester 
were "non-members."· Marston 
House also is open to "non-
To the Editor: members" who show a desire to live 
Honor students are not classical there. · 
coneheads with elbow bum from Yes, students should be allowed , 
hunching over a desk and a pencil to live in any dorm they choose, but , 
permanently molded to the sides the choice is based on environment. 
of our skulls. (True, some of us still Most students do not choose a dorm 
wear glasses, but with the invention they know. they won't fit in. Some-
of contact lenses we can now look one who wants a coed dorm should 
just like the rest of humanity.) not choose Devine or ·Lord. Some-
you'd soon find this out if you took one who would prefer a single sex . 
the time to step down from your dorm should not choose William- . 
lofty Milwaukee's Best soapbox and son. The different types of dorm 
students. Marston House is not 
designated .a "quiet" dorm and 
definitely will not be quiet, but may 
be more understanding toward 
those. who might not appreciate 
AC/DC through the wall they are 
trying to bang their heads on in ... n 
effort to force in everything they 
need to know about Quantitative 
Analysis bef9re eight o'clock the 
next morning .. With twenty-six 
"non-quiet" dorms to one 30-room 
"quiet" dorm on campus, Marston 
House is at least a step toward 
equality. ' 
Diversity problem? Here you 
admit there is a segment of the 
student population different than 
you, and you write a half-page article 
ridiculing thein. People with your 
attitude make it difficult to be 
different. All honors students are 
stereotyped as coneheads with crepe 
soles . Handicapped people are 
"crips." Mini-dorm residents have 
been called pinkos, hippies and 
granolas. These names coqie from 
those who can't understand differ-
ence, can't accept difference, and 
so label those who are different into 
neat little packages to make them 
less threatening. Maybe there would 
bd more international students here 
if there were more cross-cultural 
. studies for them. Maybe there aren't . 
more handicapped studems here 
because of the access difficulties 
around campus. Maybe there would 
be more "Serious" students here 
if those of us who aren't independ-
ently wealthy weren't cr.iticized for 
considering $10,000 a year a lot to 
pay for a party. The question is not 




get to know some of. us. Come on exist to meet ~he needs of both types 
down to Marston next semester! of stucleiH. Likewise, there are· To the Editor: 
I guarantee you will hear as much do~m~.designated "quiet" and "non~ . ~n case Y<?U missed i~, the C~a-, 
Bon Jovi as ,Bach, debate~as,,muc~ . , , ,<I_UJ~t .. to, ~e.e.t .the ,n,e~ds of ~~l , lit10n h~~ hit the headlu;~es again. 
·on Thursday, March 19; WBZ-
TV Boston interviewed Mary Heath-
er. Heather appeared in one of the 
controversial coalition advertis-
ments aired on local television in 
the area. The kindly owner of a 
small hydro-electric plant has asked 
the Coalition stop using her and. 
her opinions in support 9f the 
Seabrook nuclear facility. 
Whem the Coalition asked Heath-
er to do the ad, they never told her 
that the owners of Seabrook were 
footing the bill and s,he never 
thought to ask. This is a good 
example of how the Coalitio.n 
misrepresents the people used in 
their ads to promote nuclear power 
and end6rse the licensing of Sea-
When Dr. Weber appeared in the 
Coalition spot, he was expressing 
his view as a concerned New 
Englander. His opinions are valid 
and clear, but fell victim to the same 
hands .that distorted the views of 
Mary Heather. We cannot say 
whether he planned this -or not, but 
it is in the better interest of the 
University to make sure that situa~ 
·tions like these do not repeat 
themselves in the future. 
The Coalition has stated that 
mote pro-nuclear ads will be aired. 
I hope that no one else is publically 
abused for their academic reputa-
tion or communal respect. 
John E. Mangini Jr. 
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University· Forum 
Refocusing on the -~rts 
Ah, love, let us be true -
· ·Toone another! far the world, which seems 
To lie before us like a land of dreams, 
So various, so beautiful, so new, 
Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light,--
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain; 
And we are here as on a darkling plain 
Swept with confused alarms of_struggle and flight, 
Where ignorant armies clash by night. , . 
Matthew Arnold 
As we ~re all aware, we are living in a period 
O f e X p l O S i Ve S Ci e n t i fi C a n d t e Ch n O l O g i Ca l ~ 
development-in biogenetics, telecomipunications, 
information theory, and space research and 
technology, not to mention the astonishing 
development and proliferation-of military weaponry 
. and power. In fact, as our own Professor Manley 
Irwin of the Whittemore School has put it recently: 
"with eighty percent of the scientists the world 
}fas produced alive today and fifty percent of the 
world's research and development money having , 
been spent in the past twelve years, the pace of 
technological advance is certain to continue to speed 
up." . 
, This has led to a growing sense that our culture 
needs to focu.s more attention on the arts and 
humanities, i.e. on the "human" questions of-..· 
'aesthetic, moral and life value and persp~ctive. 
Scientists themselves are _pointing to myriad 
qualitative value issues generated, by recent 
technological advances. - . 
There is, in fact, a wjdespread apprehension about 
all this in our culture, a sense that we are disoriented 
and adrift, that we have lost our bearings, that values 
of all kinds - the meat and pota,toes of the arts _and 
humanities - have become peripheral in a world 
seemingly dedicated to power and narcissistic and 
· selfish greed. It is as if we have lost our sense of 
tbe qualitative dimension of life! Robert ~e_llah 
in his recent, brilliant study of the reltg10us 
dimensions of our culture, Habits of the Heart, 
clearly docµments just such a widespre~d sense 
of anomie and disorientation among Americans. 
Many of our . society's leading vo~ces in busine~s 
and industry, governmeµt, educat10n,_and public 
policy have recognized th~ _cri~ical ~mportance ?nd 
significance of the humanltles m this _fa~t-changmg 
and -exceedingly complex world. This rn turn has 
led the faculty and administration _o~ UNH to stre~s 
the . centrality of those humamties and arts rn 
undergraduate education, and to corl?-mit the 
institution to renewing and strengthenrng them 
in a variety of ways. 
The Center for the Humanities was developed 
by some 60 faculty and a1ministrators at UNH 
duririg the 1985-86 academlC year to act as the f~cal _ 
organizational unit to facilitate the strengthenrng 
of the arts and humanities at UNH. It was formally 
established as a unit of the College of Liberal Arts 
in May of 1986. It presently involves about a dozen 
departments and over 125 facul~y from ~cross the 
University representing such f ie!ds as lite~at_ure, 
fine arts, poetry, philosophy; histor_y,_ reli_g101:1s 
studies, and foreign languages. ~ar_tiopat10n rn 
the activities of the Center is not l11111ted to faculty 
of the Humanities Division or even the College 
of Liberal Arts, but to faculty from whatever college 
Sh_e is llet Marxist Markey 
By Paul Brockelman 
or school at UNH interested in the methodolo~ies 
and -perspectives of the humanities . Eventually 
we hope ·to involve both und~rgraduate and graduate 
students in the ongoing activities and life on the 
Cen.ter-for example as "interns" or "assistants" 
and "fellows" in various of its programs. Since 
the Center is neither a department nor a program, 
it will not "house" any courses or curricula, although 
of course it might facilitate the development of 
such courses within other programs. 
The particular objectives of the Center may by 
summarized as follows: 
*.to act as .a forum to stimulate discussion and 
intellectual cross-fertilization regarding humanistic 
issues and perspectives; · 
*to foster and support creative research in the 
huma11ities, both within as well as between particular 
disciplines; · . . · 
*to assis c humanities faculty (broadly defined) 
in their educational curricular activities in general, 
but in the development in interdisciplinary courses 
and programs in particular; 
*to serve the humanities faculty, students, 
programs, and community by assisting in the 
development and disse,mination of educational and 
research materials; . · 
*to foster and de~elop relevant outreach activities 
in the humanit:ies for the state and region; 
*and to become a focus and articulate support 
for the humanities, both within the University and 
the state. 
Paul Brockelman js a professor of philosophy and the 
director of the Center For Humapities 
By Sabra Clarke 
, Three thousand, three hundred and . 
. nineteen voted Tm~sday and Wednesday 
for student body presiaent, vice-
president as well as for commuter and 
Greek senators. One thousand, four 
hundred and seventy-five more people 
got to the poles this year than last, 
150% more students applied to be 
commuter senators this year than last 
and there was also more than a 100% 
increase in Greek senators on the ballo.t. 
What an improvement! Was this 
incredible turnout due to an extension 
of the running time? ... to the terrific 
job done by the election committee? 
or should we be taking a good look at 
the role of the administration and our 
(the students') relationship with them . 
as a whole. 
I don't think that Kristy really 
wanted to see fraternities and sororities 
off campus, but if you say, "Hey let's 
chat about the Greek ~yste_m" P<=:ople 
don't even hear you, let alone thirik 
about what you're saying. Kristy wanted 
discussion. After her announcement 
in the paper the entire campus was · 
buzzing with the pros and cons of every 
issue from · firing Gordon Haaland to 
nuclear war. She got people discussing 
andthen some. If anything she streng-
therled the Greek system. Greeks 
mobilized together·, got involved with 
the different campaigns, applied, fo 
be stude-nt senators,and voted! Students 
from the ROTC program. staned 
sharing pros of their involvement with 
other students. People started looking . 
at th~ big picture. · 
-... Partly, but I have to say the main · 
reason was the M~rkey / Proctor ticket, 
late-comers in the campaign. At every 
fraternity, sorority, dorm, dining hall, 
nPeople ·have a lot of mis-' 
conceptions about Kristy 
Markey and in writing· this 
article I hope to clear up just 
what Kristy Markey was 
trying to do." 
eve-rywhere we campaigned people 
seemed to know her name. and plat-
form. "Is this girl Markey all there?" 
was the response that •I heard over and 
o_ver again. Pe·ople hav:e a · lot of 
misconceptions about Kristy Markey 
and in writing this article I hope to 
clear up just what Kristy Markey was 
trying to do. . 
· ·Kristy is one of my housemates. 
When I tell people this . usually an 
expression-of surprise is first on their 
face followed by question after question 
like "was she reallr serious about 
itboli~hing- RQTC?" I think Kristy's 
main goal was to ' get people to lo?k · 
at the macro of the UNH community 
instead of just the micro·. Should we 
just be concentrating on the_ president's 
, . v,\, -1~;,; .,,,,,,,,vA,~~1J.- i,~, ~~J~~·~i~~l ~:i :£\~"lAf\q~ l.P~~~~•);◊.~,t~·-f,~;.• r/'.<1,,;i::\~,'.\'}".'·,>i",.,' ~-• ' 
When she suggested _ cutting the 
administration by 50% she was trying 
to say a lot more. Let's take a look at 
our participation as students at this 
school. Why should the educational 
experience end as we leave the class-
room door? What better experience 
for a business major than t~ put .what 
is learned in class into practice as a 
business manager of SCOPE, The New 
Hampshire, or ·SAFO. What a perfect 
oppo.r;-tunity stu.dent senate offers a 
political science major ·to learn about 
a governing body. 
Kristy had another purpose. As she 
said in a "Meet the Candidate" speech 
at Williamson: "I want pe9ple to 
remember how to dream." Too many 
times we get an idea and quickly talk 
ourselves out of it because it doesn't 
seem pratical. We give up too easily. 
Kristy was using the administration 
as an example of this. Why not have 
the students run the University? I'm 
sure she didn't believe that this could 
happen overnight, but rather step by 
step. After all we are one of the few 
colleges in the country that have so 
much student control over the student 
activity fee and the budgets for the 
various organizations. Students run 
, many opera.tions at the MUB, ar the 
library, and a good part of the dining 
service employees are students. The 
idea of more student participation, like 
many other brainstorms, is not so far 
in the clouds that it can't be reached. 
Kristy Markey was successful in 
opening people's minds. I only hope· 
: that this comqmnica~ing w:ill continue 
throughout next year! 
,Sab,ra Clarke,1~. thp vice pc~si<;!ent elect -. 
/ 
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Arts & Features 
The Bride··-ancJ the GToo/11 Wear --
~ 
Sun Glasses 
---- - - --......--...-•---- --~---
By J im Carroll _ 
Thursday night they roared 
into the MUB like they owned 
the place. Neil and-.the Nigh-
tlifes screached up i,n their van 
at around 7 P.M., unloaded their 
equipment, talked WUNH ,into 
letting them promote them-
selves on air, and at 8:30, 
whipped into a two and a half 
hour show of crazed profession-
al rhythm and blues. Hardly 
anyone showed up to see them. 
Even fewer danced. 
Bu-t the N ig_htlifes _cooked. 
Ripping through Sam and 
Dave's "Soul Man" and "When . 
,~!J.).ething is Wrong With M.y 
~fflJy," and James Brown's "Pa-
Pf1's Got a Brand New Bag," it 
w~rs· clear that the Nightlifes 
weren't just a bunch of people 
jamming on three chord blues 
in a hot basement. Neil Einstein 
paced and writhed around the 
stage like he genuinely felt what 
~ he was singing. Jon Ross and 
Jamie Decato pumped out the 
stein in a recent _lunch time 
interview at the Rusty_Hammer 
in Portsmouth. ' ·'It's a good 
problem, but. it's a problem. 
More than once people have said 
that we try to beat the audience. 
We go one song - right into 
another. We don't-usually stop." 
Even the weddings they do 
can be dangerous. They play a 
lot 'of weddings. 
"Sometimes the bride a·nd 
groom wear sun glasses," 'said 
Riillo. 
"We played the the Gr~nd 
Ballroom in Concord at the 
Highway Hotel," added Ein-
stein. "The whole wedding party 
walked into the room wearing 
sun glasses." 
Private parties like this, as ' 
well <ctS their hot and heavy gigs 
at Rosa's and The Stone Church, 
have forced them to become a 
full time band. Last fall they 
went from playing two or three 
nights a week to playing nearly 
seven. 
PAGE NINETEEN 
· solid bass and drums.while Mike 
De Valliere, Lex Romane, and 
Joe Riillo provided the essential 
R and B harmonies on key-
boards, guitar and sax respec- · 
tively. The band is tight. 
"They call us now, that's the 
difference," said Einstein. "We 
used to have to jump on the 
phone and hope for gigs." 
Joe Riillo, Neil Einstein, Jon Ross, and Lex Romane-of ~eil a·nd the Nightlifes performing' 
in the MUB Pub last Thursday night. (Stu Evans photo) · 
But the band is also a party 
band, and the lack of alcohol in . 
the MUB m~y have scared away 
their audience. When told the 
· MUB was dry, bassist Jon R~ss 
responded, "Oh yeah, what are 
we doing .there?»\ · 
"People get a little crazy when 
we play sometimes," said Ein-
There's no problem with that 
now. They are book~d by four 
agencies: CTI in Bostofl, Cuzin 
Richard in Portsmouth, Bill 
Henney Entertainment Asso-
ciates in Windsor, VT, and Alan 
Alby in Albany, NY. 
Riillo agrees with Einstein. -
"We're at the point where we 
can say 'no, we're p.ot going to 
_do that' because we're not 
making enough or we don't have 
a· place to stay; or this or that, 
whereas most bands when 
. they're starting out are willing. 
to put up with just about .tny-
thing. We never learned any 
-music iri order to work, it was 
alw-~ys kind of a side-line." 
Ross thinks likewise. "We' re 
getting to do basically what ~e 
like. There are a lot of grea_t 
Back to the Basics:· The 
Neats and Tom Petty 
The Neats 
Crash At Crush in the aisles and crying in your 
. beer at the same time. Although 
Coyote/Twin Tone Records · this kind of stuff is best enjoyed 
By Arthur Lizie live, this record · captures a 
months. They been gone so 
long, now they come on strong, 
what a ~hock, they're ready to 
rock. 
/ 
·.musicians out there that have 
; to compromise th~ir ~cruples; 
shall we say, in order to make · 
a living.'' _ _ 
But one thing they are reluc-
tant to put up with is the 
comparisons to the Blues Broth-
ers image. _ 
"We get a lot of comparison's 
to the Blues Brothers, A: because 
a lot of the material we -play is 
Crash At Crush, the first . , ~ertain feeling of some of the 
album in four years from Bos- · best blues. The band has re-
ton's The Neat's, is .low down . turned with ,a v~ngeance from 
and dirty fun. It's the kind of the M.I.A. list with one of the. 
_music that will have you dancin~ . best white bov blues records in 
The record sounds espedally > 
good in comparison to the latest 
disc from Boston mates Del 
· Feugos. While that band seems 
to have lost some of their punch 
with a move from Boston to 
~ Tinseltown, The Neats seemed 
to have found some life with a 
trip back from the grave: The 
disc mixes rough swaying blues · 
with an eighties touch of class. 
They' re rougher than the Geor-
gia Satelites and better off for 
it. 
The band consists of lead 
,vocalist and harmonica player 
Eric Martin, whose voice be~rs 
a striking resemblance to that 
of Stevie Ray Vaughan, rough 
and ready guitarist Phil Caruso, 
steady bass player Dave Lee, and 
reliable drummer Terry Hanley. 
The production; profoundly 
done by both Joe Harvard and 
the band, is_ a little bottom 
heavy, but in this case it's a plus. 
The album's title has an 
interesting genesis. It's named 
for a Sept. 15, 1896 publicity 
stunt in which a staged head-
on locomotive collision near 
Tom Petty '-
Let Me Up (I've Had Enough) 
MCA Records 
By Jim Sullivan 
Tom Petty .is frequently . 
lumped into the vague category 
of "working-class rockers" with 
other radio darlings of varying 
talents (Springsteen, Seger, 
Bryan Adams, Huey Lewis). All 
of these guys play relatively 
inoffensive, lunch-pail rock n' 
roll, and all of them wear jeans 
and leather. With,the heaps of 
commercial success showered 
on said regular guys, however, 
Petty continually manages to . 
on their album, and B: yeah I 
get the John Belushi thing a lot," 
said Einstein. 
-Einstein says the' association · 
has actually helpe~ the band. 
"Nobody says, ·•soul Man, that's 
Sam and Dave.' " -
_<tBasically we have the same 
NEIL, page 20 
Up (I've Had Enough)," is by 
no means ground-breaking. It 
is not ·outstanding in any way.· 
· When held.up to 1985's "South-
ern Accents," on which TP toyed · 
with horns ("Make It Better"), 
mind-bending ("Don't Come 
Around Here No More"), and 
yelling ("Spike"), the new disc 
is best described as "safe." But 
the important thing is (hat "Let 
Me Up" again proves the remar-:-
. kable ability of the Heartbreak-
er~ to play as a unit. There are 
no speed-of-light solos, no bone-
jarring drumming, no overpro-
duction. No excesses at all 
PETTY, page 20 NEATS, page}° . make good solid music. '\' \', '•.\' .. . 1 ~ , .. ·, . \'" -..•~· ,\ , 'f,,, ..._fli~ l~te~t .re \e,a,sf~ ~_\Le\~'~e\ , 
... ( 
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Ed_ a~d H.I. · with their -:,.ew~y found chil~ Na.than Arizona Jr. (Melinda Sue Gordon photo) 
• I 
Raising Arizona • 
agencies on account of H.I. being . 
a Twentieth Cent11:ry Fox film a convict, they kidnap one of 
By David Whitney five babies born to a local couple. 
1 Raising Arizona. I t~ied real ~ All at once. The police and FBI . 
hard to like this film. I wanted chase them. Two escaped con-
to like this film. The first ten vict friends of H.I.'s drop in to 
minutes before the opening· stay and take the baby for their 
· credits (this must be a record), ·'"··own and H.I., and his qouble 
was first ra:te <;omedy; a.montage _ ~plagued family have a show-
of visu~L. arid verbal humor · / tlown with a "surrealistic man-
which in-traduces how conven"'" 1hunrer on a motorcycle. This 
ience store robber HJ. ("Hi" - all ends with them giving the 
Nicolas Cige) manages tQ woo baby back, and all troubles are 
his wife-to-be Ed (Holly Hun- put back in order. Too much 
ter), the cop who takes his_ mug order for me. · 
shot every time he is arrested Some of the furiny stuff in this 
for a unsuccessful hold-up. The film just doesn't work, like the 
problem -with the film is that names H.I. and Ed . . Funny 
after the very funny beginning, names went out with the Marx 
· it slowly loses its comic energy brothers. The film also . bu-
and comes close to a full stop rlesques babies so many times 
at the end. that it risks not being funny. 
The plot is predictable but For instance, several times the 
allows for comic situations to escaped convicts leave the baby 
arise. Having finally gott~n out and car seat. on the roof of the 
on a parole, H.I. marries Ed and car and drive off wondering 
they settle down to have/ kids where the baby is. The baby 
but find out that Ed is "barren." survives but the humor moves 
~fter being rejected by adoption dang,erously close to being a sick 
--------PETTY 
really, just quality rock music 
by some pretty likeable guys. 
The 'iiibum opens with 'Jam-
min' Me," the first cut to receive 
commercial airplay. Ironically, 
· the song is an attack on ,consu~· 
merism, with Petty registering 
complaints against insurance, 
country clubs, Pasadena, and 
Eddie Murphy, among other 
targets. The song contains two 
chords, and it is the only work 
on the record cowritten by Petty 
guru Bob Dylan. . · 
The intro to "Runaway 
Trains" could be mistaken for . 
. a Tangerine Dream movie 
soundtrack; I envision Petty 
sneaking around alleys in a 
street-lit drizzle. And it works, 
particularly Petty's phrasing of 
the lyric "And I'm depending 
on time/To get you out of my 
mind." 
"It'll All Work Out" provides · 
the outlet for the album's .grea-
t~st departure from straight-:-
~ard·rock. Adelicat~ Spanish 
(continue~ from page 19) 
waltz, th.is_Js one of Petty's 
prettier confributioA&..to date. 
I do' have a quarrel with the 
words he's penned, though. "She 
wore faded jeans and soft black 
leather/She 'had eyes so blue 
. they looked like weather." .His . 
girls dress as he does, and here 
he grapples with decent rhym-
ing, but Petty's vocals are per-
suasive compensation for his 
shortcomings. · 
The fade-in to "My Life/Your 
World" features some rather 
cool slide guitar followed by the 
murky organ and bass that 
underline the remainder. Side 
two's "Think About Me" is a · 
bouncy, updated version of "Not 
Fade A way" - recall the verse 
to that oldie and plug in these 
phrases for the eighties: "Your 
boyfriend got a big red car/ Got 
a compact disc got a VCR/Well, 
I can't do no disco dance/But 
I'd sure love you baby if you'd 
give me a chance." 
'.The first few lines of "A Self-
joke. · . . 
Most of the humor dissolved 
toward the end of the movie. 
The worried father of the quin- Christian singer/songwriter Thom Douglas will a_ppear in 
tuplets finds H.I. and Ed·putting the Strafford room of the MUB this Friday at 8 .P~M'. ,~lending 
the baby back. He · does nothing · -, ,. 
about it and then proceeds to··· Christian music with Rand B, pop, and soul, Douglas .has 
give thein advice. We next see come up with an .original way.r,of presenting the gospel. T l!-~ 
H.I. dreaming about the future . :concert-iS: -spbnsored 1;,y;.-The Nav-igl t bi:st a:cC hristian studeitt 
. and the children and grandchild- 1 organization here at UNH; (Thom Douglas production photo) 
ren of theirs. By this time the 
-film has turned to melodrama. 
It is too bad, too. Nicolas Cage 
and the rest of the cast give great 
performances. The team of Joel 
aiia Ethan Coen which wrote, · 
directed, and produced this film 
have a talent for producing some 
exciting and original moments 
but cannot sustain comedy for 
any lengthy period of time. 
The film might be risked 
viewing for $2.00 when it comes 
out on video tape, but it is not 
worth the $4.50 admission price. 
If you do see Raising Ar~zqna 
make sure to get there before 
the. opening credits start. That 
is the best part of the film. 
I 
--NEATS-
. ( continued from page 19) 
Waco, TX ended in disaster 
when two engines exploded, 
Made Man" begin Petty's ho~ killing two people and injuring 
sannas to Dylan - or do they? scores more. Crash At Crush was 
"If he don't want to talk, leave finished 90 years. to the day 
him alone/He's· a self-made after the event. The crunch here 
man, he did it on his own." But in the grooves is quite remin-
the chorus "So love me. baby?" : iscent of the steaming locom-
Is this a tribute to Mr. Zimmer- otives of that day: 
man or simply Tom Petty on From the opening tune "An-
Tom Petty? Who cares. The gel," t'ight down:- to the last 
muttering is familiar, and Mike chords of "Wind Up The Light," 
Campbell's guitar strongly The Neats .deliver ten songs 
echoes that of another Dylan with a surprisingly ferocious 
disciple (Mark Knopfler). . intensity. The highlight tunes 
These are the factors of "Let i include the opener, with fab-
Me Up (I've Had Enough)" that · ulous down home blues that 
merit the gold star on the would make a good man proud 
, forehead; the rest is equally (the kind of man who scratches 
. satisfying. Petty fans rejoice. · his razor stubble a lot), ·:You'll 
Members of the E-Street band · Never Know," with its hat-
often speak of a togetherness, . moniously ringing guitars, and 
of knowing in the studio just "What Keeps You Awake," with 
where a song will go before it its cymbal paced odd rhythms. 
gets there. The same holds true Crash At Crush marks the 
for the Heartbreakers. It is no welcome, and much improved, 
wonqer that Dylan recruited return of The Neats. It's a must 
them for his tour. They're a for either any lover of the blues, 
neatly woven bunch. or just someone who likes good 
rock. Head crunchi~g intensity. 
- - - NEIL--
ccontinued from page 19) 
'appreciation for those classics 
that Belushi and Aykroyd did," 
Riillo· added. 
Other members of the band 
daim tO enjoy destroying· malls 
. and killing Nazis. 
_ 
1So if you missed Neil and the 
Nightlifes in the ~UB last 
Thursday, whether or not it was 
because the MUB has no alcohol, 
and you really like the kind of 
music the Blues Brothers played, 
you. have another chance to see 
them this, Friday at The Stone 
Church in Newmarket. The 
.Stone Church serves alcohol. 
Come prepared to dance and 
sweat a lot. N a.zis should be-
, ware. 
The Nightlifes play danger-
.ous Rand B. 
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"BOW I IIADE.SIB,000 
nR COLLEGE · _: 
· BY WORKING WEEKENDS.'' '. 
. --'\Ii,.. -- . 
·- "".!... ')\' ~ r"" . 1~ 
' ' . \ ' 
. · . When my friends and I graduated 
from high school, we all took part-time 
jobs to pay for college. 
They ended up in car .. washes and 
. hamburger joints, putting in long hours 
for little pay. 
I . 
Not me. Myjob takes just.one 
weekend a month and two weeks a year . . 
Yet, I'm earnjng $l8,0Q0 for college .. 
Because I joined my local Army 
National Guard. 
_They're the people who helpour 
· state during emergencies-like hurri-
canes and floods. They're also an 
. important part of our country's military 
defense. -. - · 
So, since I'm helping them do such 
an important job, they're helping me 
make if through school. 
....., 
. As. soon as I finished ·Advanced 
Training, the Guard gave me a cash 
bonus of $2,000. Then, under the New 
GI Bill, I'm getting another $5,000 for 
tuition and books. 
Not to mention my.monthly Army 
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to 
more than $11,000 over the six years 
I'm in the Guard. 
And if I take out a college loari, the 
Guard willhelp me pay it back-upto 
· $1,500 a year, plus interest. . 
It all adds up to $18;000-or more 
::::- for college for just a little of my time. 
And that's a heck of a better deal than 
any car wash 'Yill give you. 
THE GUARD CAN HE~P P,UT , _ ~~ 
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO. . 
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER 
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE 
800-638-7600;I: OR MAIL THIS 
COUPON. . 
*In Hawaii : 737-5255; Pue rt<f Rico: 721 -4550; Guam : 4-77-9957 : Virgin Islands · 
(St. Croix): 773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794 . In Alaska. cons ul t your local 
phone directory. .. . 
c 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense . 
All rights reserved. · 
r--------------- -- ·-, - . 
I MAIL TO: Anny National Guard, P.O. Box 6000, Cl.ifton, NJ 07015 I 
I ------'-'----~----□ M □ F I 
I NAME I 
I ADDRESS I 
I · · . I 
I ~ITY/STATEnIP . 
--------US CITIZEN,-□ Y~S □ NO 11. . I AREA CODE PHONE 
- 1 . ------ 1 
1· SOCIAL SECURIT~ NUMBER BIRTH DATE , I·' 
I OCCUPATION ,,, iL; i' . I 
I STUDENT □ HIGH SCHOOL· b COUEGE ~ 1 · I PRIOR MILITARY SERVICE . □ YES □ NO . I 
I. R.RANCH ,RANK AFM1Mos National Guanl I 
I THE INFOAMATION " OU VOLUNTARILY ~OVIOE INCLUDING YOU_A SOClAL0 SE Cl!JAITY NUMBER • , . 
WILL BE USEC. FOA AE CAUITING PUG P':)SES ONLY YOl:JA SOCIAL SECUAffY NUMBER • A1CLJC13047NP -~ L. WILLBEUSEDTOANALYZEAESPONSE TO THIS AO AUTHORITY 10 USC -SOJ 1 - - - - · _ · - . _ - _J 
BUSH 
. (continued from page 1) 
separate the two." ·· 
· Haaland said it is the pr:es-
ident of the University who 
must make the final decision. · 
"Committees do not act/ said 
Haaland, referring to . the Com-
mencement ·committee. "Their 
purpose is to discuss," Haaland 
said. 
The Commencement Com-
mittee spends five percent_ of 
their meeting time discussing 
the commencement speaker, 
Dibiasio»id. · 
Haaland told the delegates 
he did not meet or discuss his 
choice with New Hampshire 
Gov. John Sununu before or 
after the decision was made. 
"The fact that we have both 
(Senate Majority Leader Ro-
bert) Dole and Bush as com-
mencement sp<:!akers sb close 
to one another is both unfor-
tunate and unplanned," Ha.i.land 
said. · 
...... ASSAULT-
< continued from page 3) 
aggravated sexual assault in 
connection with the Feb. 20 . 
incident. . 
Spann and Fox were indicted 
~n the felony charge by the 
grand jury in Strafford County 
Superior Court Thursday. Dates 
for . their arraignment have yet 
to be released. 


















STUDENT m, WOii/STUDY . · 
ABROAD, AYR CABOS, LOW 
DOMEStlC FARES and morel CALL lor 
. ,FREE Shldut Travel Catalog! 










. Hair Arid Skin Care . 
For The Family 
35 Main St. • Durham 
868-7051 
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIM·M by Mike _ Peters 
BLOOM ·coUNTY · ~Y Berke Brea~hed 
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From page_l6 
Frat 
To the Editor: 
efforts of the opposing. ticker, 
thereby causing it great harm. 
Words such as "offense, wrongdo-
ing, confession, condemned (the 
action)" convey the writer's bias 
and go beyond the reporting of facts. 
It is politicky inasmuch as it is 
intended to make cine ticket look 
victimized by the press and its 
undue power. 
Aside from the unethical act of 
reading someone else's mail (more 
about that later) not much has 
occurred here: the gained informa-
admitted and regretted hts poor 
judgment. What is more, he stepped 
forward without delay whe11 aware 
of the fumr this action had -stirred 
up. Nothing more, nothing less. 
:. :frene H~isenberg 
SDSU 
Jeans 
To the Editor: 
I hereby declare i:hat Monday 
April 20 is "SHOES DAY". Eve-
ryone who feels that too much 
University attention and support 
is being given to special interest 
really deserve to be treated equally, 
do they? Women don't deserve to 
be presented through the media in 
ways other than those that make 
them victims of sexual crimes and 
exploit them, right? 
Mr. Broder, it is understandable 
that. you want to have fun. All 
humans do. It would be a great idea 
if you could find it in ways that don't 
exploit women. . 
In your article, you argue that the 
calendar protesters would have to 
stop doing many daily necessities 
I'm a member of the UNH 
community and a fraternity bi:-other 
of 14 years writing out of disap-
pointment and anger. Last week · 
I was disturbed by chanting from 
a large group of brothers on the 
frorit lawn of a UNH .fraternity 
house. I won't repeat what I hear, 
but the chant was obscene. The 
volume and repetition made i't 
, obvious that this was an intention-
ally public display. If this kind of 
activity is vital to your brotherhood 
(I'd love to hear art explanation for 
this), please do it in your basement. 
. tion was public record; or should 
have been, just as any campaign 
platform is not suddenly big news 
t-he week before an election. To 
scrutinize it in a rebuttal type 
presentation of their own candi-
dates' platform was possible for 
• To the Editor: 
. groups and other non-academic 
issues (e.g. homosexuality) is en-
couraged to wear shoes to show 
opposition to such policies. Some 
people who deliberately choose not 
to wear shoes in support_ of such 
policies may be angered at the 
inconvenience of going barefoot 
next Monday. However, by making 
more people aware of an uncons-
cious decision, SHOES DAY also 
sim~lates the •difficulties and pres-
sures experienced by people with 
traditional values in a changing 
society. 
. such . as driving and using the 
telephone as part of their protest. 
Otherwise, they are hypocrites. If 
a person believes in their cause, any 
small protest to create ;iwareness 
will do. They d9ri't have to becomi 
martyrs. Whenever an indictment of fra-
ternities appears on campus there's 
always a quick, sharp fra:ternal -
repsose riddled with cries of "un-
fainnness" and "stereotyping." ' 
It's..-- not the general public's 
responsibility to develop an appre-
ciation for .the merits of the Greek 
system. It'your responsibility as 
participants and supporters .,,to 
dissolve the sterebtypes with a 
positive public image, not feed them 
wi'th behavior like that which 
Durham was subjected to last week. 
the Jones workers (the Forum 
article was coauthored) because 
their ticket already had the paper's 
open endorsement. Infact, the 
Forum piece -seemed redundant to · 
the Editorial. How can the incor-
poration of another team's cam-
paign platform into one's own be 
considered a ''leaking out?" Why 
was secrecy important in a public 
campaign that ought to ,welcome 
a debate of issues rather than 
making th~m precious personal 
possessions~ 
Craig Werth · The real. problem namely to treat , 
Jones · 
To the Editor: 
As an admitt~dly partial parent 
I would like to raise a few points 
regarding your "Jones' worker 
an incoming article for The New 
Hampshire as an accessible, joint 
staff commodity, not strictly meant 
· · for one addressee, nee~ da~ifica-
tion among the staff there. This 
· Jones worker acted out of a blurred 
differentiation of two different 
roles: 1. passionate campaign 
fighter and 2. staff rep0rter with 
confesses" story. . . -access to paper-internal informa-
tion which he then used somewhat 
opportunistically. He erred by 
combining these roles and has 
The impression one is left with 
is that a devious act of sabotage was 
pe~petrated against the camp~ign . . . I 
SOME CALL IT 
SEDUCTION: 
I . have been agonizing for weeks' 
over the selling of the SDSU 
calendars in the MUB and the 
narrowminded Forum editorials 
that have followed. The New 
Hampshire (perhaps imitating the · 
UNH Herald of previous years) has 
printed yet another attack against 
feminism, this time in the form of 
a cartoon. Unfortunately, the car-
toon isn't funny. Riding on the wave 
that Ph.il Broder started, John , 
Marshall follows suit in criticizing 
women who demand to be treated 
with the respect that all humans 
deserve. These men seem to think 
that it is funny and pointless to 
protest -for what one believes in. 
I guess it must be pretty nice to be 
a white male in the USA. It would 




To the Editor: 
is OK, then one doesn't need-to care 
about others' sta.tus. Well, watch 
o.ut "boys," over one half of the 
UNH population is female ·_ think 
before you speak. According to a 
Newsweek poll, the majority of 
womeri in America consider them-
selves to be feminists (and that's 
not jus't the "ugly wome.n in tur-
tlenecks and long skirts.") 
Dawn L. A\exander 
Yes, I love protestors. If we don't 
stand up for what we believe in, . 
if we become apathetic and let the 
world continue down whatever path 
it wishes (even a destructive one), 
we will all be·shocked by the results 
_one day. I'm grateful that Phil 
_.,,. Broder and others with his laissez-
faire attitude didn't exist around . 
the time of the American Revolu-
tion or the Civil Rights Movement. 
Perhaps they wouldn't have con-
sidered these causes serious enough 
then. After all, founding the United 
States wasn't such an important 
cause, now was it? Minorities doq't 
Your statements about the ad-
va·ntages of hard and softcore porn 
didn't include any advantages for 
women. You stated that these 
mag?zines had "some good articles" 
and that they were "leading the war 
against the Reagan ad'fajnstration's · 
crackdown on constitutional free-
doms." Other m~gazines accomp-
lisb the same thing and don't find 
it necessary to exploit women. 
In fact, yo~ chose to totally ignore 
the fact that women portrayed this 
way in society hurts them. Have 
you ever been threatened by rape? 
Have you ever been to a party and 
felt as if you were an object for sale 
being checked over instead of a new 
person to meet? Have you watched 
your friends wither away and die 
while you watch helplessly? They 
don't listen to you. They are end-
lessly pushed from diet to .diet in 
a hopeless attempt to look like the 
cover girls in magazines, on TV and 
· yes in the SDSU swimsuit calendars. 
Mr. Broder, find a cause to support. 
Cheryl A. Cronin 
Are you awa,re of student rights? 
· D~-you ha~e a problem that needs 
rethinking rape in the 80's legal advice? . 
Tuesday, April 21 7-9:00 Strafford Room MUB 
A 26 minute film, "Rethinking Rape," examines acquaintance 
rape and its causes. 
j 
Followed by a panel discussion including: 
Jean Wetherby, Rape Crisis Counselor 
Christine Louis, ra_pe victim 
Scott Chesney, Assoc. Director Res. Life 
Maggie Morrison, Coordinator of S.H.A.R.P .P.: 
Andrew Merton, Assoc. Professor of English & 
Journalist · 
Brian Miliette, Resident Assistant 
a place for questions,· answers, an,d honest discussion 
Sponsored by: Panhellenic Council, Phi Kappa Theta··fraternity 
the Sexual Harassment Rape Prevention Program 
the .UNH Women's Commission 
the Department of _Residential Life 




Craig F. E_vans Stephen White 
OF·FICE & TELEPHONE 
CONSULTATION 
Rm.130MUB 
T~es. 10-l 'pm 
7-8:30 pm 
862-1712 
Wed. 7~8:30 pm, 
Thurs. 1-S' pm 
This service is provid~d by the student senate through 
the Student Activity Fee. 
CLASSIFIED 
Free board and room in large Main St. 
Durham apartment to responsible female. 
Be companion to healthy high school 
student du.ring the weeks 4/26-5/16 or 
later. Ideal place for serious studying, non-
smoker, references. 772-4311, ext. 209 
weekdays. 
SUMMER SUBLET on Main Streetlll Big 
front yard, washing machine, great location. 
$160/mo. in~ lude's everything. Space · 
ava il able for one female. Call 868-1871 
eves. 
Dover Su_blet-June 1-Aug. 31, 2 fema les 
needed for 3 bed rm. apt., off street parking, 
K-van rt., no pets, non-smoker, Call 
Michelle or Sue. 7 49-4960 
Durham-Summer sublet in Davis Courts. 
_Need 2 people to share a double from Ju_ne 
1 to August 31. $160 month each, includes 
heat. and hot water. Contact Joyce or 
Carol ine at 659-5959 soonl 
SUMMER SUB LET on Main Streetlll Big 
front yard, washing machine, great location . 
$160/mo. in cludes everything. Space 
ava il ab_le for one female. Ca ll 868-1871 
eves. 
We are looking for p 4 bedroom house to 
rent beginn ing Aug. 31 either in the Durham 
or Dover area. Please give us a call if you 
are leaving and not returning next year. 
Noreen, Keit h , Tony, Catherine at 862-
4426. 
Summer Room available. Nice-furnished, 
utilities included , easy rent. Avai lab le June 
· 1-Aug. 31 or July 1-Aug. 31. Call 868-3902 
eves. after 9 p.m. 
FOR RENT: 1 bedroom in a 2 bedroom 
apartment in Durham. $325/mo. for 1 
person or $210/m_o., each for 2 people. Rent 
included heat, large li ving room, full sized 
kitchen and bath and porch. Lots of sun 
in quiet location. Neat, studious female 
non - smokers preferred. Call 868 -9854, 
SUMMER SUBLET on Main Street lll Big 
front yard, washing machine, great location. 
$160/mo. includes everything. Space 
available for one female. Call 888-1871 
eves 
Dover, 4 bedrooms, li ving room , k itchen 
and den. Centrally located near Kari-Van 
route. $740/mo. includes utilities. Lease 
required. Call 742-7908 between 7-9 p.m. 1 
Sublet for the summerl In Durham-space 
for 4. Parking. Washer and Dryer. $500 per 
person Utilities included Call 868-6035. 
WANTED: One female summer sublet , 
spacious 4 person apartment, ·red towers. 
Main Street. $170 / mo. or b.o. Chr is 868-
1857. 
SUMMER SUBLET on Main Streetll l Big 
front yard, washing machine, great location. 
$165/mo. or b.o. includes everyth in g. · 
Space ava ilab le f.or one female. Ca ll 868-
1871 eves. 
Roommate heeded: Beautif~I condominium 
in Newmarket. Kari-Van, w/w swimm ing, 
tennis private deck, washer/ dryer. Female 
non-smoker. Pets, neg. Ca ll Jean, 862-
4407. 
. SUMMER SUBLET great locat ion in Dµr-
iilamll! Apartment ava ilabie for four people. 
Rent negotiable. Call Deb, Carrie, or Jayne 
at 868-6069. 
Help Wanted 
_ Life_Science Majors: I am presently recruit-
ing volunteers to a id me in co nducting 
eco1ogical f ie ldwork with salamanders. 
You may be eligible to receive college cred it 
for this experience. Contact Marc Tremblay 
in Room 2 13 Spau lding Li fe Science 
Building, or ca ll 868-306,5 eves. 
Educational Talent Search an on-campus 
program helping disadvantaged stL,idents 
with co llege plans, has two summer WORK-
STUDY positions open. Job involves offic•e 
responsibi lit ies inc luding contacting co l-
leges and students. May 25, 1987-June 
26, 1987, 40 hrs/week. $5 00/hr Contact 
CaJoyn Julian at 862-1562. 
ask for Laura or stop by Sawyer 224. Growing, innovative gym nast ics center 
Bedroom in spacious Durham House for in Southern Maine seeks expE;Jrienced 
coach for estab li shed USGF team. Year ,,summer. Large kitchen living room, porch, -= 
big lawn. Great People Cheap price. 
· Negotiable. Call Jim 868-2173. 
round, fl.ill time position with room to grow. 
Resume by May 30 to KGC, 41 Main St., 
Kennebunk, ME 04043. 
SUMMER CAMP COUNS ELOR POSI-
Sub letters needed, June 1 -late Aug. 2 or 
3 females, 2 bdrm. Beautiful apt., Woodman 
TIONS, ir:i Manchester, NH. Work study 
Rd. Emily, Sue or Laura at 862-4343 or 868- - : preferred Contact Frank Mi.tchell. Pine 
· 
9850
- Island, 4- H Center, 2049 Brown Ave. 
SUB LETTERS: Are you planning to spend Manchester, NH 03103. 627-5637. 
a fun filled summer in. Durham? We have 
th e place for youl Spaqious singles , and 
. a double available, in a roomy house at 
· Davis Courts. Call Stephanie at 868-1433 
for more info. 
Beautifully renovated house in Dover. 
Large kitchen, -dining room, li v ing room, 
four bedrooms. $185 /mo./person pl\JS 
utilties. Available June 1. Hard wood floors, 
bay wfndows, on Kari-Van route. Call Sarah 
at 524-9698 eves. 
-□over, 2 bedroom -apartment , off st.re et 
parking, walk to town and Kari-van line. 
$500/mo., hot water included. 749-0743 
THE FAR.SIDE 
Need ma_ture, warm person with knowledge 
of child development to care for infant and 
toddler in my Lee home in exchange for 
v__ery reasonable rent in separate apartment 
Needed Tu es. , Wed., Thurs , 7:30-4 p.m. 
beginning Fall. Call 7 49-9224. 
ATTENTION SUMMER JOBS - May to Sept. 
at the UNH D.airy Bar. Flexible hours; ideal 
for students taking summer'courses. Some 
weekends required. Pleasant working 
atmosphere. We will train you. Call or apply 
to Dana Glennon, Mgr., 862-1006, after 
1 :30 p.m Waitpeople, cooks and general 
workers needed. Apply now,.don't wait. 
By GARY LARSON 
Randy Schueler's wingle$S butterfly collection 
Earn $480 weekly-$60 per hundred c ir-
cu lars mailed. Guaranteed. Work at home 
and partic ipate in our Company project 
mail ing Circu lars and assembling materials. 
Send stamped self addressed envelope 
to JBK Mailcompany. PO Box 25 Casta ic, 
California. 913.10. · 
Need strong, handy, mechanical male-f.or 
yard work, riding mower, odd jobs, part time, 
start ing anyt ime. Ca ll 436-8500 days-Krist i 
Part-time' work ... full t im e income outside 
sales positions. Flexible hours, good for 
homemakers. Great income. Car neces-
sary. If interested call • 888-6779 
GREAT SUMMER JOBSI at Popular Boys 
Summer Camp on Lake Winnipesaukee. 
Write: Camp DeWitt, Box 2106 Wolfeboro, 
NH 03894. 569-2681. 
Li ve and work .at the Dairy Barn this 
summer, 20-40 hrs./wk. @ $4. 15/ hr. , room 
avai lable for 4 hrs. work/wk. Start 5/15-
-5/29. Wi(I train reliable people. Ca ll Paul 
at 862-1027 or 868-2347. 
CAMP COUNSELORS: The joys and chal-
lenges of mo ld ing the lives of young 
c hildren in a positive way. Help nurture 
a ch ild 's se lf-esteem whi le exper iencing 
personal se lf~growth. For more info. c_al l 
the Ch il d and Family Services of NH, 
Concord, NH; 224-7479. Ask about Camp 
Spaulding, serving children since 1921 . 
SERVICES 
Contraceptive Services-Confident ial, high · 
quali ty care by tra ined and sensit ive staff, 
sliding fees for exams, supplies and birth 
control pills Call for appo in tment. The 
Clin ic, Dover (7 49-2346), Rochester (332-
4249) 
Carpentry, p§inting, home improvement. 
Top qua li ty work at a low price Free 
est imates. Call Charlie 433-2214 evenings. 
Professors/Students: Too busy for typing? 
Call 332-WORD for your wordprocessing 
needs. Accurate ,.- fast service at fair prices. 
Free to Good Home: Excellent dog, born 
last April on Star Island. My fami ly just 
doesn 't have time tor me, but 1· am s~eet 
tempered and in good health. I've had all 
shots and my 1 O,OOQ mile checkup. Call 
Jennifer, ext. 3182 for more info. 
Guitar Instruct ion-Study with a G.I.T. Grad. 
Techn iqu e, Improvisat iona l Concepts: 
harmony & theory, ear training. All leve ls. 
Call now 659-7442 
. "Maltese Falcon" will be shoV:,n TUESDAY 
APRIL 28th NOTThursdaythe ~Oth ... Please 
note change. 
Don't want to drive home with an intoxicated 
driver. Ca ll SAFE-RIOES at 862-1414, 
Thursdays through Saturd~y, 10 p.m.-2 
a.m. 
SUMMER JOB: Personal care attendar:it You ask why is there a line 24 hours a day 
needed for disabled person. Pay is at the MUB ticket off ice? Th e Notables 
$5.00 / hr. 24 ½ hrs. per week. ~a ll Greg Spring Concert tickets are on sa le l Get 
at 868-1986 eves. your tickets now! Only $2 for students for 
SUMMER OPPORTUNITY - Fine res idential 3 acapella sing ing groupsl 
camps for girls in Vermont seeking wom'en Don't miss Brad Wright in the MUB Pub. 
counse lors/i nstructors, mid June thru mid _T_h_ur_s_d_ay'--A-'-p_ri_l 3_0_t_h_. _______ _ 
August. Gymnastics, tennis, sai ling, riding, "The Sure Thing" Thursday night 7 & 9:30 
_ can·oe ing , wa terfro nt, dr1ma, ceram ics, in the Strafford Rm. $1 student admission 
arts & crafts, fi eldsports, tripping instructors. by MUSO. 
Non-smokers, good character and love -'---------------
of ch ildren. Ca ll Lochearn Camp, (B0 2) Come to Smith Hall this Frida y for the 
333~4211 _ International Fiesta from 11 a. m.-5 p.m. 
for spectacu lar entertai nm ent and Inter-
. Work-study jobs avai lab le. Assist in re- national cuisinel 
---------------
, search projects concerning Green land Don't forget GRAHAM CHAPMAN (of 
and Antarct ic snow and ice. Good pay. No Monty Python Fame) wi ll be here at UNH 
experience necessary. Contact: Dr. Mary to speak. Thursday April 30th in the Granite 
Jo Spencer, Rm. 343 Science & Eng ineer- St. Room. Sponsored by MUSO 
ing Research Building. 862.-3157. 
Robot_ Discussion Group April 23rd. MUB 
WANTED: Vo lunteers to help SAFE-RIDES. Cafe 7 p.m. Interface Science and Human-
We are look ing for drivers, assistants and ties Focus. All majors welcome. 
di9patchers. It wou ld inc lude two weekend 
nights from 1 o p.m.-2 a.m . a semester. "Maltese Falcon" will be shown TUESDAY 
Contact -Health Services Health Education APRIL 28th NOT Thursday the 30th .. Please 
Center. 862-3823 if interested. _no_t_e_c_h_a_n-=-g_e. _ _______ __ _ 
llll!!!!!!!=iiii~;l!;;!~!I~ Friend's don't let fri ends drink and drive. , .11111 -
--11119. if ~;~~:;;;;f ~~:~~:~;~:~~~~,~~;;: 
'82 Nissan Sentra, 2 dr. coupe, su nroof, 
am/fm cassette stereo, 40 mpg, 5 speed, 
$1950 evenings, 868-1811. 
1980 Red Ford Mustang, in good shape, 
Asking $2000 or_ best offer. Call 659-7369 
TEAC ~~33 Stereo cassette deck for sale-
Dolby noise reduction, me_t9J_~acity, 4-
track system tor great sound._ Call John 
at 868-361 O 
For sale-1980_ Kawaski LTD 440, red , 1 OK 
miles, good first bike, $500 or best offer. 
Call Mike -868-6684 
·1981 Honda passport Motorscooter, two 
seater with rear basket excellent condition-
recent tune up. Great for summer! $550 
or best offer inc_ludes chain, lock and 
~helmet. Call Stephanie-868-1701 or 868-
1105 
Sony compact disc player for sale -20 track 
memory, 3 beam laser, still under warranty; 
· come listen to the sound' Ca~ Craig, 862-
4357 after 6 p.m. 
1979 Cutlass Stationwagon , excellent 
condition, very reliable, $500. Call Rob at 
868-7253 
1981 Plymouth Horizon-4 door hatchback, 
standard, very good condit,ion , $1,100 or 
best offer. 868-15_35 evenings 
1977 Mercury Marquis. Air cond, new tires. 
Very reliable. $150. Call Joe at 868-7253 
For sale: slightly used 35 meal (30 left) 
plan . $100 or best offer. Call Karen 868-
2112 eves. · 
'79 Datsun 510 Wagon, am/fm, hitch, very 
good condition inside and out, $1,195 or 
best offer. 868-7177 ' 
1976 Chevy Malibu Classic Wagon, good 
condition, air cond; ·and top carrier, trailer 
hitch, $750 or best offer, 7 42-6126 
Mercury Lynx '82-Must sell, moving-
excellent condition, white, no rust; am/fm. 
cassette radio, 4 speed, $2300 or best offer. 
Janice 7 49-29~7-' 
rape, incest, battering, attempted rape, 
stranger rape), Tu esdays a·11 semester, · 
3:00-4:30 p.m. at Counseling and Testing, 
Schofield House, for more information call 
3698 and ask for Dani 
"The Sure Thing" Thursday night 7 & 9:30 
in the Strafford Rm. $1 student admission 
by MUSO. 
Finan°cial Aid: Sources located for fresh-
men / sophomores by computer. Reasonable 
rates. Money back guarantee. Academic 
Fundsearc h , PO Box K, Plymouth , N.H. 
03264 
Come back to the MUB PUB. Come back 
to the way thiqgs used to be THURSDAY 
NIGHT .... NOW SOUND EXPRESS 9 p.m. 
It's only $1 for studentsl _ 
If you are forced to have sex, are sexaully 
assaulted, or raped and would like to talk 
to a woman who has been trained to help 
in these -situations, call 862-1212 day or 
night and ask for a RAPE CRISIS COUN-
SELOR. 
Come to Smith Hall this Fri-day for the 
International Fiesta from 11 ·a.m .-5 p.m. 
for spectacular entertainment and Inter-
national cuisine! 
Don't forget GRAHAM CHAPMAN (of . 
Monty Python Fame) will be here at UNH 
to speak. Thursday April 30th in the Granite 
St. Room. Sponsored by MUSO 
UNH Bookstore Sidewalk Sale April 27th 
through May 1st *Spring Cleaning* General 
Reading Books, Computer Books .25¢ per 
pound. *Winter Clothing Clearance* *Spring 
Pla'nts* 
Carpent-ry, pa1inting, home improvement. 
Top quality w9rk at a low price. Free 
estimates. Call Charlie 433-2214 evenings. 
Have you or a friend ever driven or been 
driven to a party or bar and been too 
intoxicated to drive home? If yes, next time 
call SAFE-RIDES at 862-1414. We operate 
Thursdays through Saturdays between 1.0 
p.m.-2 a.m. 
Come to Smith Hall t his Friday for the 
Internat ional Fi esta from 11 a.m.-5 p.m. 
for spectacu lar entertainment and Inter-
national cu isine! 
Come back to the MUB PUB. Come back 
to the way things used to be THURSDAY 
NIGHT .... NOW SOUND EXPRESS 9 p.m. 
It's on ly $1 for studentsl 
"Maltese Falcon" will be shown TUESDAY 
APR IL 28th NOT Thursday the 30th ... Please 
note change. 
Don't forget GRAHAM CHAPMAN (of 
Monty Python Fame) will be here at LJNH 
to speak. Thursday April 30th in the Gran ite 
St. Room. Spon~ored by MUSO 
"Antiques by Wiswall House." We buy & 
Se ll . Wed. thru Sat. 10-6 Wiswall Rd., 
Durham (off Packers Falls Rd-) 659-5} 06 
Top dollar paid for your textbooks!I Sell 
your books at the UNf:j Bookstore after your 
exams and enter our drawing for a mem- · 
bership at the Franklin Fitness Center. 
Buyback Week-May 18th-May22nd. 
Wanted: Toy train and accessori·es, any 
size any condition, any amount. Call Joe 
at 664-51 B~t 
"Ma ltese Falcon" will be shown TUESDAY 
APRIL-28th NOTThursdaythe 30th ... Please 
, note change. 
Come back to the MUB PUB. Come back 
to the way things used to be THURSDAY 
NIGHT .. .. NO,W SOUND EXPRESS 9 p.m. 
It 's only $1 for students! 
"The _Sure Thing" Thursday night 7 & 9:30 
in the Strafford Rm. $1 student adm ission 
by MUSO .. 
Th e New Hampshire Notables Spring 
Concert... laughs, songs, 2 all male acapella 
groups from Bates and Harvard. April 25th 
Robot Discussion Group April 23rd. MUB 
Cafe 7 p.m. Interface Science and Human-
ties Focus. All majors welcome. 
Come to Smith Hall this Friday for the 
Internat ional Fiesta from 11 a.m.-5 p.m . 
for spectacu lar entertainment and Inter-
national cu isinel 
Don't forget GRAHAM CHAPMAN (of 
Monty Python Fame) will be here at ·U'NH 
to speak. Thurs('lay April 30th in the Granite 
St. -Room. Sponsored by MUSO 
"Maltese Falcon" will be shown TUESDAY 
APRIL 28th NOT Thursday the 30th ... Please 
note change. 
Open Party all weekend long! Spring Jubilee 
April 23 -26. A carnival at UNH. Fun Fun 
Funl 
"The Sure Thing" Thursday night 7 ·& 9:30 
in the Strafford Rm . $1 student admission 
by MUSO. 
Ring in the Spring Sing concert. April 25th. 
The New Hampshire Notables, the Harvard 
Din & Tonics, & The Bates Deansmen 
The N.H 'Notables Ring In the· Spring . .A.pril 
25th at 7-:30 p.m. in the Strafford Rm·:-MUB. 
Be there! $2 students. · 
It's not too. late to end this semester the 
right way. TASk is ' tor everyboqy. TASk has 
a space for you. T ASk 21 Madbury Rd. 862-
3698. 
Come back to the MUB PUB. Come back 
to the way,things used to be THURSDAY 
NIGHT.. .. NOW SOUND EXPRESS 9 p.m. 
It's only $1 for students! 
Come to Smith Hall this Friday for the 
International Fiesta from 11 a.m.-5 p.m. 
for spectacular entertainment and Inter-
national cuisine! 
Come back to the MUB PUB. Come back 
to the way things used to be THURSDAY 
NIGHL.NOW SOUND EXPRESS 9 p.m. 
It's only ~1 for students! 
Sate-Rides is a free and confidential 
service tor UNH students that are intox-
icated and should not be driving, Thursd;ys 
through Saturdays, 10 p.m.-2 a.m .. Call 862-
1414 
Delta Chi presents Spring Clean-Up. April · 
25 and 26. For $5/hr, we'll do any .yard, 
house, or miscel_laneous work. For further 
information and/ or reservations. Call 868-
6144 
Come to Smith Hall this Fridc!Y for. the 
International Fiesta from 11 a.m.-5 p.m. 
for spectacular entertainment and Inter-
national cuisine! 
Don't forget GRAHAM CHAPMAN (of 
Monty Python Fame) will. be here at UNH 
to speak. Thursday April 30th in the Granite 
St. Room. Sponsored by MUSO 
1 
Faculty or Grad, Lee summer Rental, 2 
bedroom/2 person. Furnished, clean, nice. 
Non-smokers. $450/mo including utilities. 
659-5932 
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Have you seen Wui Wui lately-Neither have 
Keith-I love you, you weenie. Than_ks for .we 
looking out for me. I hope you had a nice · ---- -~---- ---
Easter. LOVE NO2 · Student organizatiori neededfor marketing 
PRESCOTT-Go get them. 1 hope you do project. Make up to $600 per week. Call 
turn Hall House around. Good .luck. NO2 1-800-592-2121 .. A?k for Cindy. 
Tot he best proof-read.er in the whole, wide . U2 U2 U2 U2 U2-U2 -U2 tJ2 ·u2 U2 U2 U2-
world-it's too bad you're married!!! " Ticket s to·r sale for Worcester-call 862-
4139-leave name and number-rejoice 
Fred: This is much more than you desrve! . 
· X-sen 2C Men: Nice sh~ved heads. Next 
Keeks: u .s .w .1:s.O.M .W.A .G.M.O- . time see a ba rber. Hope you had fun . 
.H.U,0.T .. M. UNITE! . zzzzzzzzz. - The sleepless beauty. 
Matt: Come visit! · 
Nancy; How was Europe?!_ I want to see . 
pictures! 
Legend says: He found Big Big stuff , Wui . 
Wui -· 
Hey .Janet, my God, you're actually gonna · 
have another birthday, so happy B-day 
from all of u.s: Joe Slime, Stuna, Kim & 
Carolyn, .Keith, even Joanne and other. 
assorted wierdos. Too bad it's on a Monday 
night... 
Cycling team-Dominate at RPI! Let's g.et 
a third E.C.C.F. title! Go UNH!I 
MGS: Thank you for a wonderful weekend. 
Guzzling· with the boys, napping for three 
hours in my bed, even dragging me away 
from my-favo•rite. movie; I knew we would 
have a good -time. _Let' s hear it for the .. 
mysterious open door: L, RhlB. 
Ellen -Do you want 19 work fo r the paper 
again next year? Obviously you didn't read · 
the note I left for all the typists and 
copyreaders because you haven 't signed 
up. Well .. . Take care of yourself and you 're 
· a gre::it person. When I h,ave time I'll sit 
down.and talk to you for a long time. Tak.e 
care of that ear. LOVE.MOM (NO~) 
' WHEW! 
U2 U2 U2 U·2 U2 U2 U2 U2 U2 U2 U2 U2-
Tickets ·for sale for ,Worcester-call 862-
4139-leave name and number-keeb trvina. 
RHB: Thanks for a _wonderful Easter 
weekend. Here's to open doors. Good luck 
with your exam today. Get lots of~ rk done 
so we can play this weekend. L~ s. 
Does anyone kn.ow where my Coors hat 
went? Hooker · 
PracticE!s- 4:00 Wed. and Thurs.; 5:00 on. 
Friday. All at Oyster Rive r. Goqd luck 
against Rhode Island! Let's kic~ some butt,. 
St Pauli Girl! 
AGR Pledges: Good Luck with Hell WeeK! 
Love, The Rhomates 
Thanks for the compliment Mr. ME - I 
happen to be in tlie slow process o!,di1orce 
but at least I have three friends now! 
DB, Spits, Hakan Loob, and L,ord Vader · 
Congrats on the· apartment-see you diggles 
nexf year at Nick's Bricks. We stiould have 






f3rushing· up on your : Shakespeare 
f? 0, , ~ ll-1'1_ ii J V a ~ i '- VJ 
lbST TH O(.) VI E. W 
TH Ii. A-PPAK ,-r,ov 
TH\ S Nl9 rlT? 
/.-
m · /;s ; 
q_ 
·u MR~. P ICA550, "fltO Y~tl.. !Jl?/f&J 71115 
?1c.-ru1?£ · CJF /rte ( '' 
. t''~''''' .... ,,,,, ................. ., 
I ):gyng's Restaurant · I 
I & Coffee ShQp, Inc. · · I 
I ' -Breakfast Sp_ecial - I I , I 
~ Apple ·Cinnamon Pancake$ ~ 
· ~ served w/ Sausage patti and coffee $2.90 ~ 
~ ~ I -Luncheon Sp_eciaf <#> I 
·cl Sliced Ham served with Potato Salad $2-30 I 
· 1· 1 /2 Hatn and Cherse Sandwich served .1 
I with ho;::::;:!~:';:::, $1.85 1 ·
I For any ,p,aaJ fr,nafon- I '~I · O,der ou, bo,., baked J;nge, ,oil, 'Today" I 
~ filled with your choice of fillings. , ~ 
I 48 Main-St., I. 
~ Durham, N~H. ~. 
I . . . 86R·2688 I 
~ .. ,,,,,,, .. ,.,~,-... .. "~._ ............ ,~. 
J1tl-· 
Course Off~rings in French and Italian 
General Educfllion Calegoo) (Foreign Cultures) 
Ital. 503 ( intermediate level; also .counts f or Ital. minor) 
Fren. 501 504 (intermediate level; also counts for Fren. minor) 
General Education Category 8 (LJterature and Ideas) 
Fren. 62 1 (French Prose in Translation ) -
Fren. 651 ( Readings in French Literat~re; also c01mt s for Pren. 
major/ minor) · · 
Fo r i1Jfo rm111in'n re{l,t1rdinfl, olher co11rs,s ;,. Frer,cl, ,ad ltaliar, /incl#dinfl, 1ho1e which st1lisfy 
the BA /o reifl, ~ lat1{l,#t1fl,e req#iremenl and major/ minor req#irements ), ·see Jo#r Direciory 








· .., Seatde FilmWorks has adapted Xod~'s profes-
sional Motion Picture film for use in your 35mm 
camera; Now you can use the same film-with 
the same microfine grain al)d rich color . 
saruration-Hollywood's top studios demand. 
Its. wide exposure· latitude is perfect for everyday 
s}:lots. You can capture special effects, too. Shoot 
it in bright or low light-at up to 1200 ASA. . 
What',•more, it's ec~nomical. And remember, 
Seattle. FilmWorks lets you choose prints or 
slides, or both, from the same r:oll. 
Try this remarkable film today! "t986 SFW 
~--~------------~ I fRJ:E Introductory Offer I 
I D RUSH me two 20-exposure rolls of Kodak I 
I MP film for my 35m_m camera. I'd like a 2-roU I 
starter pack including Eastman 5247® and 
I 5294.® Enclosed is $2 for postage and handlirig. I 
I ' 10096 Satisfaction Guaranteed I 
I---------- I 
I ' NAME . I 
. - ADDRESS . I 
·• CITY STATE ZIP - I 
· 1 Mail to: Seattle Ftlm\Vorks, 500 3rd Ave. w. I 
1 · _P.O. Box 34056, Seattle, WA 98124 CODE I 
. I Kodak;-5247 and 5294 arc rrad~marks of Eastm'an Kodak Co. Seattle I 
· .F::W.:.ks ~w~y .:'a:.c :t .:c ;:n~c::r-~o= ~~ • 
Leslie the Newt 
oH [ l HAT£ THES£ 
GErJ-ED's ! THEY'RE 
ALL .AT ~ OR 9 lrJ 
THE MoRNING f 
··1 HERE'S orJE . 
~~ · Tl-I AT' LOOkS 
~-<X,(~ ~~~~~1->li l IWTEREST){JG/ 
. ' 
\ \ • • l I I, t , I I, 
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Universi Comics.· 
-By Bob Durling . 
ARTS 518 : BASkET- T\J£SDAY AND 
WEAV! NG. TH URS DA~ 2. -S 
WH£N IS IT? 








by Lou Spr-inger & Michael 
·farl\_\.na-'t
1
e l y, 
.Supe.r\ath/€,c, Man 
was- on -t'0e :,c_,ene 
to b,eoY'- th'- "~s 
Llp. . 
~. Hampsba . Hicks -by ~im S:ien~ 
- Hlf'UflU(., A l!ll)E' 1t> lt>~nUMH 
Fott ttAPPV f-lOt/t 
. · · \./flt IF JOit tEM) 
TUE i'1R.l-,fA-A/ · 
1tHS Sc.ff~t>tfLE l16H-( 
. svu:.sf ~ woui~At'r 11->1ve- . 
.. . _ \ H~et> ·TIHf !U.S. 
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WE:All STtlP,t') .BMW'~ so 1'Helh 
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FRlOAY, APRIL 24th -11 am· to 5pm 
in front of Smith. Hall · 
Com~ take . ·a "to~r around the world" and visit · exotic ·places',, 
· sam.ple international cuisine and. view .our spectacular 
ent~rtainment! Scheduled to appear are: 
, . ~BRAHIMA'S WORLD BEAT, reggae/steel drum 
UNH DANCE THEATER CO 
SHOTO KAN '_ KARATE CLUB 
TH'E FENCING CLUB ,. -
SMASH THE WINDO~S, an Irish jazz band 
BOOGALOO .SWAMIS, a cajun band ~ 
-mm's SPECTACULAR CULTURAL EVENT 
/, 
ALL WELDING SUP.PLIES DAT·A GE:NE.RAL . 
. · MCDONALD'S OF. RAYMOND&EPPlNG · .· 
SPONSORED BY: SMl'J.1-I HAIL'MERNATIONAL CENTER, PFC>, DEP'T·OF RFS UfE. _ . 
~ snJDENf ACTIVmES O~CE, PRESIDENT'S OFFICE, ,PROGRAM FOR INT'J. PERSP. 
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-- The New Hampshire · 
r--------r-----------.-, 
I I - · I 
1 ~/ 1Happy Birthday, 1 
I -~ I . . I 
I t . Opus! I· 
I" __.....____,, I 
I I · Love, Binkley I 
I I and Bill the Cat I ·L~------~-------------J 
Whatever the occasion, , 
· you can surprise a friend 
with a picture personal 
in Th~ New· Hampshire 
. . for only $10.09 
Stop by room ·10s 




·w.,~~ "DEl'AllTMl~T @f 1'§¥€1-f@l©G'( 
l..N ()(fGRA()UjjJ[ RltEAR€~ <E@NJ(iU~@E 
Friday, APRIL 24, 1987 
2:00 p.m. Conant Hall, Room 10·1 
PROGRAM 
Session One: Natural Science Approaches to Psychology · , 
Presentation of Haslerud, Carroll, and Fuller 
Awards to Outstanding Psychology Department 
Undergraduates '· · 
Session Two: Social Science Approaches to Psychology 
ALL STUDENTS ARE URGED TO ATTEND 
THIS PRESENTATION OF PSYCHOLOGY 
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH 
.·ti OPEN INVITATION ,\i? 
. TO STUDENTS 
In celebration .of the openin~ of the new · 
·.,• 
. , . · Center for the Hu01anities ·. \~. i 
:Dr. Edwin .DelattreCFormer President : 
{ · of St.John's College) will address ·a 
. . · . .· university convocation OD ·· · . 
!,, CIVILIZED INTELLIGENCE AND 
THE HUMAN CONDITION',. 
._ .. :;·_•.i-~~- Thursday, April 23rd. at 12:30, 
./ <:·~·- · Parsons Hall L103 · PM 
$~imttluv . a;re, ~ w;aitent,[f 
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LAXWOMEN 
(continued from page 32) 
Abbott. . that _was their last shot at the 
_ Geromini thinks the team cage. 
- was much more poised in this Three out of the five Wildcat 
game. "We were much more goals came off shots on free 
relaxed which enabled us to take possessions, a situation where 
our good shots and score on a player gets a free -shot on the 
them," she said. ,crowd~d net. _ 
By defeating the Minutemen · This is one of the first occas-
UNH should dethrone them as · sions in which UNH has cap-
the number one team in New italized on ,an opponent's mis,. 
Englanl takes. "We were getting them 
This was a tight defensive (free possessions) earlier io the 
game in which neither team was . year but we w:ere not scori_ng," -
able to generate a fas-t-break. said the coach. 
Both teams were forced to set - Goaltender N arsiff is also · 
up their plays in the offensive improving with eyery outing 
end which accounts for the low as she saved eight of twelve 
scoring game. shots against the Minutemen. 
Abbott 'broke the scoreless "She is playing to her potential," · 
tie with her fourteenth goal-.of_ said Anderson. ' 
the season. "She is a solid, - _ Ridipg h{gh offa big w_ir the _ 
consistent player who has · the _ day before, UNH pasted Colgate 
ability to be a leader as well," 16-6. Thi_s game was no comest 
said Anderson. as UNH scored the first nine 
· The women's lacrosse team has found themselves in a groove. After the 5-4 win and the i6:.. 
6 thrashing, the 'Cats are 8-2. (Ronit J.aro~e photo) - _ 
The Wildcats expanded their . goals and never looked back. · 
lead to 3-0 wh,en Katey Stone · Geromini had five.goals while 
scored her first -of the season _ 'Sherer .added four .goals and two 
and Geromini also added one assists. Abbo_tt also contributed 
auhe 23:39 mark of the first three goals. 
· a quadrangular meet last wee-
kend at Dartmouth. _ 
The host Big Green won 
handily, with 167.5 points, while 
Vermont (95), Maine (68), and 
UNH (51.5) spent the after-
noon chasing them. · _ 
Senior Ed McCabe had a good 
afternoon, winning two weight 
events, the shot put (54 feet, 
10 inches) and the hammer 
throw, with a toss of 183' 5". 
Sophomore speedster Darrel 
Covell finished first in the 800-
meters with a 153.01 clocking, 
just three seconds shy of the 
UNH record. "It was good that' 
it was a personal record," said 
Covell. 'lt also made me think 
about: the record a little more. 
The guys started kidding me 
· ab011t=-it." 
But this_was a day where the 
team effort· overs·hadowed the 
individual p~rformances. · 
"It was a day of positives," 
said Coach Jim Boulanger. "We 
lacked some bodies in some · of 
the events, but on a whole, both 
us and the girls did the best we 
could." 
The team suffered a bit due 
to the absence of Mark Moriello. 
'.'Mark's been an important 
contributor for us this season,'' 
said Covell. "He runs some key 
events, like tl~~ 1/2 mile and 
the 200." _ 
Senior distance runner Brian 
Rhodes ran an impressive race 
in the 1500-meters, finishing . 
with a time of 4:11. "Brian's one 
of those guys whose harg work· 
TRACK -_TEAM 
(continued from page 32) 
doesµ't get recognized," said the 'Cats' distance men. Week 
Boulanger. "He ran a good race." _after week, they bust their butts 
Freshman Randy Hall crossed · in practice only to finish out of 
the finish li_ne in 9:51 in the the scoring in the meet despite 
· steeplechase, only seconds short great efforts. 
of earning a trip to the Easterns. "It does get frustrating at 
The steeplechase is an event times," admitted Hall. "Last 
consisting of a 3000~meter week, I ran faster than all the 
course dotted with five 36-inch guys from Maine and Vermont, 
high barders, o-ne in front of ' but when I looked up, there were 
a pool of water. Hall was pleased · always five green jerseys (Dart-
with h-is performance and in- moutht ahead of me." 
dicated that he expects to qualify The pressure put on the 
for the Easterns this week. "It weightmen must be incredible. 
was my debut," said the fresh- · "It is true that the weights get 
man, "and I finished only a us a lot of points,'' said Covell. 
second away. It should be no big "I've, been thinking a lot ·about 
' deal to get -it this week." that. We are hurting in the 
Two personal records .were distance, but we're doing the , 
established as well as sopho- best we can." 
more Jpe Rogers-ran the 1/2 _ ''I don't think that there really 
mile in 2:02.9 and freshman is pressure on the weightmen," 
Ryan i.andvoy did it in _l:59.25. said HalL "We have a positive 
"Both those guys have -been team atmosphere and everybody 
working hard this year," said cheers ea<;:h other on." 
Boulanger. "To see them get The UNH 4x400 relay team 
'PR's is nice." Senior weightman _ of Joe Almasian, (:;.ary· Gustaf-
Dan Heath also gave the son, Mike Wellington, and 
hammer a ride for a distance·of Darrel Covell m~naged a 
161 feet. · second-place finish with -a time 
half. _ . The hig_hlight of the game 
UNH could not hold the three was the firie performance by 
goal lead because a defensive Sherer. "She has the potential 
letdown late in the first halL ~ to pla,y that way consistent!y. 
This allowed UMass to score Jt was .nice to see her play so 
two goals before the intermis- . well. She. played more aggres- ' 
sion. "We gave up two goals we sive witq the. baJl," Anderson. 
should not have. There was a said. · 
little bit of a defensive letdown UNH finalfy appears to be 
as we allowed them to run at in mid-season form: "Every-
._ us," Anderson said. thing is clicking in preparation 
But t_heir momentum did not for 
1
the two national games 
last long as Abbott scored early (Penn State and Northwestern). 
in the second half to give the · If we can win these two hope-
Wildcats a two goal lead. Then fully we will make, it to the 
each team traded scores which NCAA's," said Abbott. · 
allowed. UNH to carry a two To Anderson 'the-imporranfe 
goal lead into the last five of these games was obvious. "If 
minutes. ·- we did not win these two g_am~s 
They started to· play stall-baJl we would have been.out .of .the 
and nof shoot at the net. "We. ~post-season," she said: ,_ . - ' 
sqmed to play conse~va-tive .iQ ",We are on an uphill r.ise aqd -
the iast four or five· minutes. vie' are near fog our peak," 
It worked well considering we Anderson said. · · 
only worked on it for ten min- The -Wildcats ·will. attemp't _to 
utes in practice." UMass added fly even higher today in Rhode 
a goal with 1 :46 ~emaining but · Island against Brown. · 
CREWMEN 
(continued from page 31) 
Temple. 
The two novice boats rowed 
against one Temple boat, and 
lost. They too were pleased with 
the day, but for different rea-
The second boat finished 
George O'Connor took the of 3 :24.17. Almasian''s perfor- -
400-meter hurdles at 55:10, a mance was particularly encou-
performance which drew praise · raging, as he _had taken the 
from his coach and teammates. previous week off to rest. sons. 
"George has been coming into This w_eek, the 'Cats travel The first -boat was leading by 
thirty-five seconds behind. Coxs-
wain Jean_ne Albano was pleased 
with' the effort, because the boat 
was only two seconds be.hind 
at the half-way point. 
On Sunday Harvard brings 
up their second-best boats to 
the Oyster River. While aiming 
for the finish line-, UNH will 
again be practicing for the i 
bigger races in May. 
his own this year," said ·Bou- once again to Hanover to'com- half a boat length -at th~ half-
langer. "It was just a matter of pete in the Dartmouth Invita- way point, hut -lost by two 
time." tional on Friday and Saturday. seconds or four seats. Coxswain 
Covell agre,ed. "George had The meet will be a good test for Ellen Harris was pleas~d "the 
a great day. It was good to see the 'Cats as they.go up against · boat was moving togethert but 
him do well." teams from aH over New Eng- said the rowers would work on · 
One has to figure -that fnis- land. . their second-half racing. 
tration has set-in with some of - TR.ACK.WOMEN 
(continued from page 31) 
. The q~estion is is there 
enough time for practice? -
Shepiey had an outstandi~,g 
1 
13.06-seconds. She ·had pre- · shall joined the now extensive -Richter will get · a chance to even_ts aren't even filled," Krueg-
day throwing in the javelin, viously qualified for the same list of Wildcats that will com- compare her stuff with some er said. The Wildcats don't even 
hammer, and shot :put_events. meet in 200-meter-, so Dexter pete at the New England Cham- of nation's best javelin throwers compete in events such as the 
She won the hammer throw for will be busy at the New England pionships. Marshall cleared 5' this Thursday at the Penn long and triple jumps and some 
the first time this season with meet. Krueg~r ,also raved over 2", tying her for second in the Relays. Krueger considers Rich- • of the hurdle and longer rac:e~ 
a toss of:13 7-feet, 3-inches. Dexter's 60. 7-second split time meet and establishing a-petsonal ter tobe the top javelin thrower b~cause of injuries and inexpe-
She also accomplished a per- in the 4x4U0 meter relay, yet record. in the e_ast, and thinks if the .nern;:q .. : , .• -,, _. _  _ 
sonal record in the javelin, and ano!her personal record for the The Wildcat' javelin and weather is right she could make · ''I've giv·en' our two best 
her 124' 5 1/2" . throw also semor. hammer throwers were also the top three at Thursday's freshman the spring season off ; 
qualified her for the New Eng- "I was just in a good mood," impressive in performance at meet. She'll be competing and others are rehabilitating 
land Championships in early Dexter said about her perfor- the Boston College Relays last against 12 to 15 other throwers. · from surger'y," Kruegei:_ said. 
May. Shepley finished second mance. "The weather was nice Thursday. Sandy Richter con- Richter will be the sole Wild- ,"The eyents we are in, we are 
only to teammate Sandy Richter and I had a good workout last tinued to rule in the javelin, cat out of 1000-athletes at the placing in, so this has been one 
in the ,javelin. Richter, who week. Those things have a lot - winning the relays with a 139' Penn Relays, ~ut she'll reunite of the most positive s-prings in 
stands undefeete<lthis season, to do with it." 5" throw. She holds the- BC :w-ith the team for Sunday's a:long time." · 
wo_~ _ ·th. a744_·' _ ~ r 1 throw. Dexter is looking forward to _ • Relay recorq of 150" 8" fo the Fitchburg Invitational. Krueger De£te_r emphasized that the 
. . S~l!yffifi1P1'Med-her day , co~peting in the New Eng-- · javelin said this meet is a good oppor- . team isn't too worried about it's 
~•th a thmtpface 37" 11" throw lands. 'Tm looking to improve · Jen Shepley and Karen Wen~ ~tunity for individJ!als to qualify team scoring. "It'd be nice to 
m the s~ot put, h~r season:'.s ~st. ·my times, just do the bestl can,'' mark made their mark during --for post-season competition, win sometimes, but ifs not so 
The other semor, Pexter, ran · she said. 'Tm a senior so it'd the hammer throw. S}:iepley if they haven't already done so. _  I~ important," she said. '.'The · 
~ s~rong 100-meter race, qual- be nice to just- end by improv- took fourth with a 134' 6" throw Krueger has other reasons for . overall individual performances -
1fymg for .the New En~lands , irig.!' < - · . and Wenmark had -a great t21' , · her encouraging attitude to- - mean more/' : , • ' 
-n71 th hPr nPrc.:nn~I hPc;:t ttmP of u:n'h_;., ........ .,. .. T,v:onn,o, u~r.:. -R" toss, wards t_he team. "Half of our -
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Teixeira K's 11 Catamounts; 'Cats wintWo 
:Sy Derek O'Grady,_ - -
. . Going into last ;;eeiterid's 
three game series at the Uni-
versity of Vermont, the UNH 
baseball team had been stnig-
to our potential," said outfielder eir_a. n think our pitching staff ' a matter. of the ;earn putting "All of my pitches were 
K'e•t:tn Mello: "We've been in- has been keeping us in the . things together and tha~ .is what working," Teixeira said. 'The 
· consis_te n t. Our·~h~g and , games, but we· can· onJy hold on the Wildcats-came close to doing .~urveball, fastball, and forkball 
pitching hasn't been able to play · for so long._We bavin;'t been over the weekend, taking two were all on.'' 
well on the same day." . able to shut our--o-pponents ·'bf three games against UVM. : · · ''He pitched excellent," said 
,gling. "' 
"We haven!t been la in -up 
- "Our hitting has been incon- · down." · · · ·- . · In a ·game.:.~WY really catcher and captain Pete Cor- -
sistent ·,, said pitcher oe Teix- Accordin to Mello, it is all shouldn't have lost,··UNH nellier-. "He's been our best 
.C~tcher Pete Corriellier, shown here in earlier action, helpe_d his team win two of three games 
against UVM last weekend. (Roait Larone photo) · 
Crew captain Sean O'Con ell (front of the boat) a_nd the rest of his team had a .rough time 
of it last weekend againstarch-rivai Temple. (The Granite) . 
Crewmen outrowed byOwls 
By P~ter A. Kat~- seconds. Allsopp . was proud . only one victory, but beat Wes-
Crew is un)ike any sport. It then that UNl:f lost by only four leyan University, which was 
is not just the fact the rowers seconds, which is much less t~an undefeated. · 
· train during the en-tire year for the combined 18 seconds. · -I-n the varsity race .on Satur-
just six ~ix-minute races. They _ Crew captain Sean O'Connell · day, UNH again could . not 
_also lose and do not get mad was pleased by UNH's time, increase their cadence (the 
about it. Imagine George Stein- because last year they lost by_ number of strok~s per minute), 
brenner's team losing every 14 seconds. ln addition, last a·nd Temple was ~ble to catch 
· game and him not getting mad year's race was held one week up at the half-way point· and 
)!bout it. . closer to the Worcester race, so surpass them. 
-~ =· The difference, though; is that~ the team ·had les~ time to Allsopp said the boat would 
the.jilei'f!'!;~!~?~~:an- improve, work on technique in practice 
teed of makmg 1t to die piayo't'ts Improvement is a big word this week. This would help them 
early next montj,r:µ;i. Wo~ster for the entire crew team. Be- to row at a lower cadence and 
and the World Series'•the fol: cause UNH is one of the last then bring it up, when needed. 
lowing weekin Philadelphia. teams to start practicing in the The junior varsity boat also 
· Thus the team is optimistic water., the rowers hope they will had a prqblem with technique. 
even after losing to Division reach their peak performance The boats were even· at 1200 
II rival Temple University on · during the World Series. meters, but then Temple slowly 
the Oyster River last weekend. This strategy partiaUy failed · pulled away. UNH rowed at too 
·,· · Coach Chris Allsopp pointed last year, wh~n UNH came in' high a cadence, though, which 
ou_t.thattwo weeks ago Temple's seven th at the Dad Vails in made 'it di.ffic_ult for ,them to 
varsity beat Northeastern by Philadelphia_, On--the-other- · keep up _with efficiently-rowing 
· nine seconds. Last week .in ha.nd, UN}{ went to the New . 
· Boston NE beat UNH by .nine ~~ &g ta p,ds ~~ ,\\i\orc~s.t:~r \w·it~ , _· _<;:R,E_~ .~f:N. t?~~e:.?Qu \"' .·'- · 
'1 ", • " • • ~ ' ·: i \ ~ . ~ ~ \ • ,- ; , • -, \ 
dropped the first game 6~·5-_. . pitcher in the last three odour 
_- They bounced back to take the outings. · His forkball was work-
next two, though, 9-:-3 behjnd . irig real we.II to keep them off 
incredible pitching by .Teixeira balance;'.' - . 
and 10-8-in a slugfest. . . · All the offense · the · cats 
The Catamounts fr.om Ver- would need came in the _third. 
inont, ECAC North mmpetitors .Singles by Sean Ashley, D3:rren 
of the W-ildcats, .h[ought a less· Marcou and Sean Hamilton 
than glamourous T-ro -record ·loaded the bases for Me.Ho. 
· into the series. The way th_e The centerfielder has bounced 
Wildcats fooked at it-, though, back from a freak accident in 
was that two victories aga,_inst Florida in which he ran into the . 
UVM count as much as two wins outfield fence, causing. him to 
against Maine or Northeastern. lose a few teeth. · 
The weekend served as a nice He was r~ady for the at-bat. 
·confidence-booster for the 'Cats. "I had the sarne situation (bases 
One_ could look at game one loaded) in tpe first· game," lie 
as either a UNH choke or a great said. "Th1s time I wanted to 
comeback · hy- UVM, It was . make sure that I got the pall into 
probably a bit more of the the outfield. A hit or sacrifice 
former. The 'Cats failed to hold fly would get things going." · 
on to a five-ru·n lead they had Mello more than delivered 
had with only two innings left with a base-clearing triple·, 
in the game. giving UNH a five-run, third 
The Wildcats earned the big inning lead they would · qot 
_ lead by capitalizing on three relinquish. 
Catamount errors in the fourth Sunday's game was a shoo-
idning. Heading into the final tout. UVM had a 5-4 first inning 
sixth and seventh innings and lead, despite a_t-wo_run single 
a_head 5-0, ii appeared the 'Cats by UNH's Marcou. _ 
had more than enough to win. UNH vaulted.into an 8-5 lead 
Unfortunately, they didn't. in the second. Mike Las·sonde 
.An error, a_ walk; and singles (.390) and Mike Levin (.366), 
by Rob Diestel and Bar~nt the teams two leading- hitters, 
Roge:rs brought UVM to within · rip.ped b'ack to back singles. 
range in the sixth. . · After a Gregg Zegras walk, 
UNH still had a firm, 5-2 lead Marcou got another RBI on a 
~s they __ entered the last ktning sacrifice. Ashley followed with 
of play, but UVM would.7ilh .be a t:riple, .scoring two more. · · 
-denied. After an erro·r, Steve A Lassonde bunt in the third 
Mam·mola then doubled, ending provided the eventual g~me- . 
the day for Wildcat pitcher_ Tom winning ' run- for the 'Cats. 
Charbono. · Cornellier, who went 3 for 5 in 
. Rick Staba reliev~d him' and . the game, added an insurance 
walked Darren Fleck. St~ba was run in the seventh with an RBI 
relieved by Mike.Smith, who single. Final: 10-8. 
proceeded to walk Diestel, scor- "I was slumping at the start 
ing a run. Teixeira came in for · of the season," Cdrnellier said. 
_Smith and walked Rogers, cut- "The last few weeks, though, 
ting the UNH lead to a slim 5- I've b.een more comfortable at 
4. · the plate _and hitting the ball 
- John Luter capped the come- better." · · · · ·- ' 
back by singling in two runs to Sunday's game showed an 
give Vermont the 6.,.5 victory: . advantage the w ·ildcats have 
Teixeira was scheduled to over other teams. The 'last tvflb 
srart thi _next game and he. was _Sundays · UNH · lias scored _ 29 
looking forward to it. "There runs. · 
was no way we should have lost "By Sunday, it's '.the end of a 
the first game," he said. "I just three-game series and we're 
decided to go out there for the trying to.gain an edge," Cornel-
second game, throw hard, and lier said. t'We've seen the team 
see what happened. Iwas upset already and we know them. 
from the first game." . We're n:i-ote aggressive in that 
The result of his anger was final game." · 
a masterf.uJ-11 s(rike-out, 9.-3· · .The victories put -the Wild-
. complete -game victory. "The cats' record at 11-14. UNH will 
Goose," as he is called, gave up . · host a· tough p nive-rsity of 
just five hits without issuing Lowell squad in a doubleheader 
a walk. · on. Thursday. _ 
Kl"ueger .remains 
optimistic 
By PaulSweeney third place Maine and 47 points 
behind the winner Vermont. 
If you want tO be pessimistic Krueger could only find room 
about the UNH women's track for the positive things th~t came 
team's last place finish at the out of the meet, especially the 
four-team Dartmouth Tri-state performance · of seniors Jen 
Classic last weekend, that's fine. Shepley and Terry Dexter. 
You won't be on coach Nancy "There's lots of optimism with 
Krueger's Christma\, list next this group," she said. "We haye 
- <¾ 
December,.. though. · be~n doing .as well as we can and 
The coach isn't really so - the shining spots are turning 
concerned that her Wildcats' up. (Todayt Lt:hinkthe two 
22.5 team points at the women's seqiors just did -super." 
meet of the Classic placed them . 
in dead last, two points be,b,_ind , ,_ i'.IJ~ .. ~CK, WOMElN,\p~_g~,~p 
- '\ 'I , ~ ( . • • ·r-•-,·., 0 w ,. , •\ •• -~ O • 1, ~\_;·, .. -~~ · 1 ~ · ~. --, ·-• ., .,,, l· .,;. ·:~ J, ,· ·•. 
c.t:;. 
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Sports 
Laxwomen win a weekend doubleheader 
By John Kelley 
This tearri has finally come 
out of its cage. ··-.,. 
In their first home contests 
of the year, in front of sparse · 
but rowdy crowds, the UNH_ 
women's lacrosse team stunned 
UMass 5-4 and then trounced 
· Colgate 16-6. The Wildcats are 
· now 0n a four-game winnit).g 
strealt.--They have an 8-2 record. 
In these ·two games UNH 
started playing to their poten-
tial. They did the things that 
they have not been doing all 
year. They had a high shooting 
percentage ~62%), played solid 
defense (allowing only 31 
shots), a11d they had a balanced 
scoring attack. In addition, they 
got s~lid goaltending from 
Cathy Narsiff as she saved 67% 
of the opponents' shots. 
Simply put, the Wildcats 
played like a team that wants 
an invitation to the NCAA 
tournament. 
day," ·said Lynne Abbott. 
Coach Marge Anderson con-
curs with her sophomore player. 
"Two consecutive days of out-
door practicing allowed us to 
help our timing on offense. It 
also helped our defense because 
they had a strong attack come 
at them. The passing and the 
timing are all there now and that 
is something that has not been 
there since we were 1n Florida," 
she said. 
Another first for the Wildcats 
came when neither Karen Ge-
romini -or Pauline Collins led 
the team in scoring in either 
game. Abbott held the honor 
agai_nst the Minutemen with 
two goals while Ann Sherer was 
the leader against Colgate with 
four goals and two· assists. 
Anderson was riot surprised 
by the balanced attack. "This 
is what we had before we came 
hack from Florida. It was just 
misplaced until now," she said. -
The difference between last 
weekend's play and the other 
games can be explained by the 
fact that the Wildcats were able 
to practice outside. "The turning 
point was the two outdoor 
"We were not shooting well 
but the coach told us to just take 
our best shot not to do anything 
fancy, but to just put the. ball 
where we normally can," said 
A Lady .'Cat is caught in the middle while cradling the ball in Sunday's 16-6 bombing of.the 
Rt:d Raiders of ~~lgate. The team plays today against Brown. (Ronit Larone photo) 
practices on Thursday and Fri_-
Wildcat laxman Mike McCaffrey and his mates couldn't quite pull out a victory over the Redmen 
of St. John's. The 'Cats will try again Wednesday at hoine against Brown. (Craig Parker photo) 
Stickmen fall to · SJ , 13-9 
A Wildcat gives new meaning to being stood up. The laxwomen 
won two pivotal games last weekend, over UMass and Colgate. 
(Ronit 'Larone photo) 
By Marla G. Smith 
The UNH men's ' lacrosse 
team played their best game of 
the season on Saturday beneath 
the drizzle and the clouds in 
Cowell Stadium, but lost ·to St. 
John's, 13-9. A team 'rff ort 
Covell near-mark 
UNH outscored St. John's in 
the third quarter;, 3-2. · 
The Wildcats found them-
selves one goal down, 10-9, afte·r 
Barry Fraser scored a goal at 
· 2 :27 into the fourth quarter. 
By Rick Kampersal 
Too often this season, the 
emphasis has been placed on 
the weight.men of the UNH 
_ track team . . 
until the 4:30 horn? Brendan O'Brien assisted Fras-
Or, in track language, what er. 
about the tracksters who con- St. John's came back with 
tinually show up for practice three goals to win the game. 
and have a solid effort at the UNH's record now stands at 2-
meet but don't get any points? -8. , 
The Wildcat men, in a com- UNH outshot St. John's 55-
bination meet with the women's _ 22. Sal LoBosco, freshman gbalie 
track team, came in fourth in _ for St.John's saved a remarkable 
True, they usually' end up 
accounting for the majority of 
. the team's points, but what 
about the guys who show up 
with thei~ lunch pails everyday, 
- ready for worbind· don''t ' leave· :, 'TRNCK"TEAM~-paJ;te 30'' '' ·' 
24 goals. UNH's Craig Benes 
salvaged' seve.fl'saves.-' - .-· / : ,· 
"Our defense is playing a lot goal record is held by Steve 
better," said Fraser. "Real is- Glover. Glover's 153 goals w_ere -
tically we are still in the running scored between 1980-83-. Cur-
for the New England's. I think re~tly having scored 130 gQals, 
Saturday we played the best Fraser needs 23 to break the -
we've played all year." ,record. 
Fraser led .the Wildcats with "We moved the liall but we 
_ five goals ·agai'nst St. John's. couldn't capitalize on our op- -
O'Brien followed with two portunities," Worcester said. 
goals; and Mike McCaffrey and "I think our attack needs to start 
Seth Worcester had one each. , scoring more, because the de-
Fraser, a senior, has five fense is going to let goals in." 
games to score 42 points, ,in _ UNH challenges Brown at 
goals or assists, to become the home Wednesday at 3 p.m. It 
all-time UNH lacrosse career is the second to last home game'. 
scoring leader. Steve Glover , "If we play Brown the way 
(1980-83) and John Fay (1978- we played St.john's we will 
81) are currently tied as leaders win," Fraser said. 
with 229 points each. Fraser Worcester said, "We have to 
stands at 188 points. play flawless lax. We can't afford 
"Sure, I think about it," Fraser to make mistakes. But talk is 
said. 'Tm shoot-ing for breaking cheap; we've got to show it on 
the goal record." . the fie.Id." 
·. The ,'lJNH· aH-time career ,' • ,, · ·, · -· · · ·,, · ·, · - ,. - ,. , , , :· , , , , • 
